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MATHEMATICAL EXISTENCE RESULTS
FOR THE DOI-EDWARDS POLYMER MODEL
LAURENT CHUPIN˚
Abstract. In this paper, we present some mathematical results on the Doi-Edwards model
describing the dynamics of flexible polymers in melts and concentrated solutions. This model, devel-
oped in the late 1970s, has been used and tested extensively in modeling and simulation of polymer
flows. From a mathematical point of view, the Doi-Edwards model consists in a strong coupling
between the Navier-Stokes equations and a highly nonlinear constitutive law.
The aim of this article is to provide a rigorous proof of the well-posedness of the Doi-Edwards model,
namely it has a unique regular solution. We also prove, which is generally much more difficult for
flows of viscoelastic type, that the solution is global in time in the two dimensional case, without
any restriction on the smallness of the data.
Key words. Polymer, Viscoelastic flow, Doi-Edwards model, Navier-Stokes equations, global
existence result.
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1. Introduction. Numerous models exist for describing fluids with complex rhe-
ological properties. They generally are of great scientific interest and have a rich phe-
nomenology. Their mathematical description remains challenging. We are interested
in this article to a model - the Doi-Edwards model - which was one of the foundation
of the most recent physical theories but for which the mathematical theory remains
very poor.
M. Doi and S.F. Edwards wrote a series of papers [10, 11, 12, 13] expanding the
concept of reptation introduced by P.G. de Gennes in 1971. This approach was then
taken up in a famous book in polymer physics in 1988, see [14]. Since this model
was derived, numerous studies have been carried out either from a physical point of
view, either from a numerical point of view. Moreover, several other models were
born: simplified models using for instance the Independent Alignment approximation
or the Currie approximation [7], more complex models like the pom-pom model [28].
Finally, much progress has been made on the modeling of both linear and branched
polymers. However, from a mathematical point of view, it seems that no justification
was given even for the pioneering model.
Nonetheless we can cite some recent theoretical papers on this subject, see [4, 19], in
which the authors are only interested in specific cases: one dimensional shear flows
under the independent alignment assumption in [19], flows for which the coupling
between the velocity and the stress is not taking into account, see [4]. More generally,
there seems to be a real challenge to obtain global existence in time for models of
polymers. The most caricatural example is the Oldroyd model for which the question
of global existence in dimension 2 remains an open question, see [24] for a partial an-
swer. However, there exists polymer models for which such results are proved. Thus,
for the FENE type models, N. Masmoudi [27] proved a global existence result in di-
mension 2. Similarly, for integral fluid of type K-BKZ such results hold too (see [3]).
The aim of this paper is to prove relevant mathematical results on this relevant phys-
ical problem. The first one is the following (a more specific version of this result is
˚Universite´ Blaise Pascal, Clermont-Ferrand II, Laboratoire de Mathe´matiques CNRS-UMR 6620,
Campus des Ce´zeaux, F-63177 Aubie`re cedex, France (laurent.chupin@math.univ-bpclermont.fr).
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given by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, page 8):
Theorem 1.1. There exists a time t‹ ą 0 such that the Doi-Edwards model
admits a unique strong solution on the interval time r0, t‹s.
By the expression ”strong solution” we mean a sufficiently smooth solution so that
each term of the system is well defined, as well as the initial conditions (corresponding
to the time t “ 0). The lifetime of the solution, i.e. the value of time t‹, is not
easily quantifiable. In practice it is well known that for the Navier-Stokes equations -
modeling newtonian behavior, the question of long time existence is still an open one.
For the Newtonian fluids, the only existence results, for long time and for any data,
correspond to the two dimensional case. However, we have above pointed out the
difficulty to get this kind of result even in 2D for some viscoelastic fluids. The major
point of this paper is the proof indicating that the model of Doi-Edwards admits a
strong solution for long time in 2D (a more specific version of this result is given by
Theorem 3.3, page 9):
Theorem 1.2. For all time t‹ ą 0, the Doi-Edwards model admits a unique
strong solution on the interval time r0, t‹s.
The paper is organized as follows. First - in Section 2, we introduce the Doi-Edwards
model specifying the physical meaning of each contribution. This second section
ends by a dimensionless procedure that allows us to write the model with only three
parameters (the Reynolds number, the Weissenberg number and the ratio between
solvent viscosity and elastic viscosity). In Section 3, we present the mathematical
framework as well as the assumptions which are physically discussed. The main results
are given at the end of this section. Section 4 is devoted to fundamental preliminaries
which correspond to some key points of the next proofs. The first two provide a
priori bounds which will imply that that the stress defined in the Doi-Edwards model
is automatically bounded. The third preliminary give a Gronwall lemma with two
time variables. The fourth preliminary result is about the maximum principle which
can be applied many times to estimate the memory of the fluid. The last preliminary
result is about a Cauchy problem arising in the global existence proof. The three last
sections (5, 6 and 7) are devoted to the proof of the three mains results , namely: the
local existence result in Section 5, the uniqueness result in Section 6 and the global
existence result in Section 7. Some open questions are presented by way of conclusion.
2. Governing equations.
2.1. Conservation laws. In this paper we are interested in the flow of isother-
mal and incompressible fluids. The incompressibility implies that the mass conser-
vation is equivalent to the free-divergence of the velocity field. The isothermal as-
sumption implies that only one other conservation law suffices to describe the flow:
it corresponds to the law of conservation of the momentum (Newton’s second law of
motion). This equation is written as a balance between the material derivative of the
velocity and the divergence of the Cauchy stress tensor. For a polymeric liquid, the
equations of conservation can hence written as a system coupling the velocity field v,
the pressure p and the extra-stress tensor σ:#
ρ dtv `∇p´ ηs∆v “ divσ,
div v “ 0,
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where ρ is the fluid density and ηs the solvent viscosity. The notation dt corresponds
to the material derivative dt “ Bt ` v ¨∇.
2.2. Constitutive equation. A fundamental result of the Doi-Edwards theory
is the expression for the stress tensor σ which applies when the chains which compose
the fluid are relaxed within their tubes. More precisely, the stress can be deduce from
a tensor S denoted the orientation order parameter of the chains. Although the chain
tension is permanently at the equilibrium value, the orientations become anisotropi-
cally distributed as a consequence of the flow, and a stress develops accordingly. The
stress is then modelized by (see [9, page 2056]):
σpt,xq “ Ge
ℓ
ż ℓ
2
´ ℓ
2
Spt,x, sqds,
where Ge is a characteristic modulus and ℓ is the equilibrium value of the contour
length of the chains. The quantity s is a arc-length coordinate along the primitive
chain.
To evaluate this tensor S, M. Doi and S.F. Edwards write S “ xubu´ 1
d
δy. Here, u is
a unit vector along the tangent to the primitive chain which depends on time t, spatial
position x and length s, and δ denotes the identity tensor. The entire d corresponds
to the dimension of the spatial coordinates (in practice d “ 2 or d “ 3). The average
is over the distribution of these vectors in the ensemble of chains, i.e., more explicitly
Spt,x, sq “
ż
Sd´1
fpu; t,x, sq`ub u´ 1
d
δ
˘
du,
with fpu; t,x, sq given the orientation distribution function. To obtain an expression
for this distribution, the history of motion must be found. To this purpose, let us first
recall the relevant aspects of the Doi-Edwards model. They are
X The polymer moves randomly inside the tube executing one-dimensional
Brownian motion. Moreover tube segments are randomly oriented when they
are created and deform affinely thereafter;
X If the system is macroscopically deformed, the polymer conformation is also
changed as presented on Figure 2.1;
X The macroscopic motion and Brownian motion coexist, independently from
one another.
retraction
transformation
affine
Fig. 2.1. (inspired from the book [9, page 2058]) – When a macroscopic deformation is applied,
a polymer chain is transformed into a new conformation. The new chain is on the curve which
is the affine transformation of the initial curve. The new position of each segment is obtained by
retraction, preserving the initial lengths.
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All these considerations being taken into account, it is possible to write (see [14, page
277])
Spt,x, sq “ ´
ż `8
0
BTKpt, T,x, sqS pGpt, T,xqqdT. (2.1)
It makes appear the deformation gradient tensor G which depends not only on the
current time t and spatial variable x but also on an other time T . The time T allows
to take into account all the history of the motion. The deformation gradient G fulfills
the differential equation (see [2]):
dtG` BTG “ G ¨∇v.
Finally, the integral kernel K satisfies (the coefficient De is a curvilinear diffusion
coefficient):
dtK ` BTK `
´
∇v :
ż s
0
S ds
¯
BsK ´De B2sK “ 0. (2.2)
Remark 2.1.
1. Note that the equation (2.1) does not explicitly defined the orientation tensor
since S again appears in the equation (2.2). It is one of the difficulties to
obtain existence results.
2. The usual formulation use the time t and a other time t1 in the past. Morally,
the deformation gradient tensor G measures the deformation between these
two times. In the present paper we select as independent variable the age
T “ t ´ t1, which is measured relative to the current time t. This viewpoint
is relatively classical in the numerical framework for integral models, see for
instance [20, 21, 30].
The model is closed with the expression of the function S , see [14, eq. (7.115)]:
S pGq “ 1x|G ¨ u|y0
ApG ¨ uq b pG ¨ uq
|G ¨ u|
E
0
´ 1
d
δ, (2.3)
where the brackets x¨y0 correspond to the average over the isotropic distribution of
unit vectors u P Sd´1.
2.3. Boundary and initial conditions. The previous equations are supple-
mented by boundary and initial conditions. Throughout this article we restrict to the
case where the macroscopic field is assumed to be periodic. Thus the only condition
that we impose on the unknowns v, p, K and G with respect to the variable x is to
be periodic. Clearly this “simplification” is purely mathematical and it will be inter-
esting to treat a more physical case imposing, for instance, the value of the velocity
at the macroscopic boundary.
By definition of the integral kernel K, we impose the following conditions:
Kpt, 0,x, sq “ 1 and Kpt, T,x,´ ℓ
2
q “ Kpt, T,x, ℓ
2
q “ 0. (2.4)
In the same way, the quantity Gpt, T,xq which corresponds to the deformation gra-
dient from a past times t´ T to the current time t must naturally satisfies
Gpt, 0,xq “ δ. (2.5)
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The initial conditions correspond to the value that we impose at time t “ 0. We
assume that we know the velocity at this initial time and at any point x of the
domain. In the same way we assume that we know all the past of the flow before the
initial time: we then know the value of G and K at t “ 0, for any age T and at any
point x. To summarize, we assume that there exists an initial velocity v0, an initial
deformation G0 and an initial function K0 such that
vp0,xq “ v0pxq,
Gp0, T,xq “ G0pT,xq,
Kp0, T,x, sq “ K0pT,x, sq.
(2.6)
2.4. Remark: The I.A. approximation. A common approximation for the
Doi-Edwards model, called the independent alignment approximation (I.A. approxi-
mation, see [14, section 7.7.2]), is to neglect the transport term
`
∇v :
şs
0
S ds
˘BsK in
the equation (2.2), and also to simplify the expression (2.3) of the function S using
S
pIAqpGq “
A pG ¨ uq b pG ¨ uq
|G ¨ u|2
E
0
´ 1
d
δ.
The I.A. approximation is actually quite popular in the rheology literature (see e.g.,
[22, 23, 26]) since the corresponding configurational equation for K can be explicitly
solved using the Fourier series. The stress tensor σ is then more simply given by
(see [14, Equation 7.195]):
σpIAqpt,xq “ Ge
ż `8
0
mpT qS pIAqpGpt, T,xqqdT,
where mpT q “
ÿ
p odd
8De
π2 ℓ2
exp
´´T De
ℓ2
p2
¯
.
(2.7)
For such a model the global existence result is a consequence of a general result on
viscoelastic flows with memory, see [3]. Nevertheless, it is also well known that this
approximation causes serious error in certain situations, this is clearly specified in the
seminal book [14]. More precisely, it is proved that I.A. predicts a negative Weis-
senberg effect (see [18]) while the version without I.A. predicts a positive Weissenberg
effect (see [25]). To paraphrase M. Doi [9, page 2064]: ”Mathematically [...] there
seems no a priori reason why the term
`
∇v :
şs
0
S ds
˘Bs can be neglected compared
with the term DeB2s”.
2.5. Dimensionless procedure. In order to recover characteristic properties
of the system, we use a nondimensionalization procedure. We denote by L a char-
acteristic macroscopic length, by V a characteristic velocity of the flow. It is then
natural to define a dimensionless coordinates x‹, a dimensionless velocity v‹ and a
dimensionless time t‹ by the following relations
x “ Lx‹, v “ V v‹, t “ L
V
t‹.
For polymer flow, there exists also two microscopic characteristic sizes which corre-
spond to the length ℓ and to the diffusion coefficient De. They allow to define a
dimensionless microscopic length s‹ and another dimensionless time T ‹:
s “ ℓ s‹, T “ ℓ
2
De
T ‹.
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Finally, in a dilute polymer solution, two viscosities naturally appear: the solvent
viscosity ηs and the elastic one defined using the characteristic modulus: ηe “ LGeV .
If we denote by η “ ηs ` ηe the total viscosity, then we defined the dimensionless
pressure and stress as follows
p “ ηV
L
p‹, σ “ ηV
L
σ‹.
Taking into account all these new unknowns and new variables, the complete system
reads (without ‹ in the notations):
Redtv `∇p´ p1´ ωq∆v “ divσ, (2.8a)
div v “ 0, (2.8b)
σpt,xq “ ω
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
Spt,x, sqds, (2.8c)
Spt,x, sq “ ´
ż `8
0
BTKpt, T,x, sqS pGpt, T,xqqdT, (2.8d)
dtG` 1
We
BTG “ G ¨∇v, (2.8e)
dtK ` 1
We
BTK `
´
∇v :
ż s
0
S
¯
BsK ´ 1
We
B2sK “ 0. (2.8f)
In this set of equations, Re is the usual Reynolds number, ω stands for the viscosities
ratio andWe is the Weissenberg number defined by the ratio between the macroscopic
time and the microscopic time. More precisely we have
Re “ ρV L
η
, ω “ ηe
η
, We “ ℓ
2{De
L{V .
The functions S is always defined by the relation (2.3).
The goal of the rest of the paper is to analyze, from a mathematical point of view,
the existence of a solution to the system (2.8). More exactly, by given initial data
pv0,G0,K0), is there a triplet of functions pv,G,Kq which coincides with the data at
initial time and such that the previous system holds for any future time?
3. Mathematical framework, assumptions and main results.
3.1. Notations. The integer d stands for the spatial dimension of the flow. It
will be equal to 2 or 3 in the first parts and exclusively equal to 2 in the Section 7
where we prove a global existence result.
Notations for functional analysis –
´ The d dimensional torus is denoted T.
´ For all real n ě 0 and all integer q ě 1, the setWn,q
x
corresponds to the usual
Sobolev spaces with respect to the space variable x P T. We classically denote
Lq
x
“ W 0,q
x
and Hn
x
“ Wn,2
x
and we do not take into account the dimension
in the notations, for instance the space pW 1,qx q3 will be denoted W 1,qx .
´ All the norms will be denoted by index, like }v}W 1,qx .´ Since we are interested in the incompressible flows, we introduce
Hq “ tv P Lqx ; div v “ 0u.
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´ The Stokes operator Aq is introduced, with domain DpAqq “ W 2,qx X Hq,
whereas we denote (see [8, Section 2.3] for some details on this space)
D
r
q “ tv P Hq ; }v}Lqx `
` ż `8
0
}Aqe´tAqv}rLq
x
dt
˘1{r ă `8u.
´ The notations of kind Lrp0, t‹;Xq denote the space of r-integrable functions
on p0, t‹q with values in the spaceX . For instance G P Lrp0, t‹;L8T Lqxq means
that
}G}rLrp0,t‹;L8T Lqxq :“
ż t‹
0
sup
TPR`
ˆż
T
|Gpt,x, T q|q dx
˙ r
q
dt ă `8.
Notations for tensorial analysis – In System (2.8), the first equation (2.8a) is
a vectorial equation (the velocity v is a function with values in Rd). The equa-
tions (2.8c), (2.8d) and (2.8e) are tensorial equations (the stress σ, the orientation S
and the deformation tensor G are functions with values in the set of the 2-tensors). In
the following proofs, we need to work with the gradient of such 2-tensors, that is with
3-tensors, and even with 4-tensors. We introduce here some notations for tensors.
´ The set of linear applications on the d-dimensional space is denoted LpRdq.
´ The products AbB, A ¨B and A : B between two tensors of order p and q
are respectively defined component by component by`
AbB˘
i1,...ip,j1,...,jq
“ ai1,...,ip bj1,...,jq ,`
A ¨B˘
i1,...ip´1,j2,...,jq
“ ai1,...,ip´1,k bk,j2,...,jq ,`
A : B
˘
i1,...ip´2,j3,...,jq
“ ai1,...,ip´2,k,ℓ bk,ℓ,js`1,...,jq ,
where we use the Einstein convention for the summations with indexes k
and ℓ.
´ Note also that all these products are inner products on the set of the p-tensors.
It allows us to define a generalized Froebenius norm:
|A|2 “
ÿ
i1,...,ip
a2i1,...,ip .
We conclude this section introducing the constant C. This constant stands for any
constant depending on the data of the problem: initial conditions, physical parame-
ters... In some cases, informations will be given on the dependence of this constant
(see for example Section 7 where we explain that this constant may depend on time t‹
but must remain bounded when t‹ is bounded).
3.2. Assumptions. The results proved in this article requires some assumptions
about the data. In addition to the assumptions on the regularity of the initial condi-
tions that will be specified in each theorem statement, we will need some ”natural”
assumptions.
X The first assumption relates to the initial deformation G0:
Dγ ą 0 ; detG0 ě γ. (3.1)
We note that in many applications, the fluid is assumed to be initially quiescent. In
that case, we have G0 “ δ and detG0 “ 1. Moreover, we will see (equation (4.5)
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in the preliminary section 4.2) that the quantity detG is only convected by the flow.
If the fluid is assumed to be at rest in the past (that is for T large enough), then
we always have detG0 “ 1. The assumption on the positiveness of detG0 allows us
consider, for instance, such cases.
X The second assumption relates to the initial memory m0 “ ´BTK0:
m0 ě 0, (3.2a)
BTm0 ď 0. (3.2b)
The assumption (3.2a) corresponds to the fact that the quantity m0 describes the
memory of the fluid, that is the weight that must have the quantity S in the flow
via the relation (2.8d). It is physically positive. The assumption (3.2b) indicates that
the memory decreases with the age T : It is linked to the principle of fading memory,
see [5].
In the integral models, that is to say when the memory is explicitly given in terms of
age T , it is a combination of exponentially decreasing functions (see for instance the
Doi-Edwards model under the I.A. approximation, subsection 2.4 and more precisely
the expression (2.7) of the memory). Such decreasing behaviors will be prescribed
in the functional spaces with exponential weight. For example, we will impose that
there exists µ ą 0 such that m0 ď C e´WeµT .
3.3. Main results. The first result concerns an existence result for strong solu-
tion. It is a local in time result:
Theorem 3.1 (local existence). Let r Ps2,`8r, q Psd,`8r and µ ą 0.
If the data v0, G0 and K0 satisfy the assumptions (3.1), (3.2a) and have the following
regularity
v0 P Drq , G0 P L8T W 1,qx , BTG0 P L8T Lqx,
eWeµT BTK0 P L8T L8x,s, eWeµT {2BT∇K0 P L2TLqx,s, BsK0 P L8T L2x,s,
then there exists t‹ ą 0 and a strong solution pu,G,Kq to System (2.8) in r0, t‹s,
which satisfies the initial and boundary conditions (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6). Moreover
we have
v P Lrp0, t‹;W 2,q
x
q, Btv P Lrp0, t‹;Lqxq,
G P L8p0, t‹, L8T W 1,qx q, BsG, BtG P Lrp0, t‹;L8T Lqxq,
K, BTK, eµ pWeT´tqBTK P L8p0, t‹;L8T L8x,sq, BtK P L2p0, t‹;L8T L2x,sq,
BT∇K P L8p0, t‹;L1TLqx,s X L2TLqx,sq, BsK P L8p0, t‹;L8T L2x,sq,
and the memory m “ ´BTK remains non negative.
Remark 3.1. In this article, we will not give any result on the pressure p. In
practice, the latter is regarded as a Lagrange multiplier associated to the divergence
free constraint. It can be solved using the Riesz transforms. More precisely, taking the
divergence of the first equation (2.8a) of System (2.8) we use the periodic boundary
conditions to have
p “ ´p´∆q´1 div div pσ ´ v b vq. (3.3)
From Theorem 3.1, we can prove that the solutions of System (2.8) discussed in this
paper have σ´ vb v in L8p0, t‹;L2
x
q. The pressure in the solution of (2.8) is meant
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to be given by (3.3).
We will see during the proof of this theorem 3.1 that one of the key point is the
behavior of the memory m “ ´BTK for large value of the age T : if the memory
is exponentially decreasing at t “ 0 (with respect to the age variable T ) then the
solution will be exponentially decreasing for any time t ą 0.
In the same way, it is possible to prove that if the memory m is initially decreas-
ing1 (with respect to the age variable T ) then the solution will be decreasing for any
time t ą 0. The proof - which is not given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 - consists in
derivating twice the equation (2.8f) with respect to T , and next in applying the max-
imum principle (see the subsection 4.4, page 13) to the function BTm. Therefore, the
assumption (3.2b), which is not necessary to obtain local existence, is also preserved
in time.
We will show that the solution obtained in Theorem 3.1 with this additional assump-
tion (3.2b) is the only one in the class of regular solutions. Precisely, the result reads
as follows.
Theorem 3.2 (uniqueness). Let t‹ ą 0.
Let pu1,G1,K1q and pu2,G2,K2q be two solutions to System (2.8) satisfying the
initial and boundary conditions (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6). If we have, for i P t1, 2u,
∇vi P L2p0, t‹;L8x q,
Gi P L2p0, t‹;L8T pL8x XW 1,dx qq,
BTKi P L8p0, t‹;L8T L8x,s X L1TL8x,sq,
BT∇Ki P L8p0, t‹;L2TLdx,sq,
(3.4)
and if eachmi “ ´BTKi is decreasing with respect to T then the two solutions coincide.
Obviously, the solution obtained in Theorem 3.1 satisfies the regularity requested
in (3.4). Combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we get a local and uniqueness result.
In the two-dimensional case, it is possible to show that the solution pv,G,Kq of
problem (2.8) exists for any time t‹ ą 0. More precisely we have the following result:
Theorem 3.3 (global existence in 2D). Let r Ps2,`8r, q Ps2,`8r and µ ą 0.
We assume that 1
r
` 1
q
ă 1
2
and that the data v0, G0 and K0 satisfy the same as-
sumptions that in Theorem 3.1.
Let t‹ ą 0 be arbitrary.
There exists a constant C depending only on the data with C bounded for bounded t‹,
and a solution pv,G,Kq of (2.8) satisfying the initial and boundary conditions (2.4),
(2.5) and (2.6) such that
}∇2v}Lrp0,t‹;Lqxq ď C, }∇v}L8p0,t‹;L8x q ď C,
}∇S}Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x,sq ď C, }S}L8p0,t‹;L8x q ď C.
(3.5)
The estimates (3.5) announced in the theorem 3.3 above are sufficient to prove a global
in time existence of a solution pv,G,Kq. In fact if (3.5) holds then it is possible to
prove - principally using the lemmas introduced in the proof of the local existence
result - that the solution pv,G,Kq of (2.8) at time t‹ have the same regularity that
1Be careful not to confuse the terms ”exponentially decreasing” and ”decreasing”. The first
means that m is bounded by a function of the form e´T , while the second means that BTm ď 0.
Moreover the first is a global property, while the second is a local property.
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at time 0. Applying the local result (theorem 3.1), we deduce that the solution can
not blow up in finite time.
4. Preliminaries. In this section we give some results which will be using during
the different proofs of the previous theorems.
4.1. Some bounds for the function S . One of the key points of the proof of
global existence lies in the fact that the stress σ, defined by (2.8c)-(2.8d) is bounded.
The first result in this direction is the following result concerning the function S :
Proposition 4.1. The function S defined by the relation (2.3) is of class C 1
on LpRdqzt0
¯
u and satisfies the following properties:
DS8 ě 0 ; @G P LpRdqzt0
¯
u , |S pGq| ď S8; (4.1a)
DS 18 ě 0 ; @G P LpRdqzt0¯ u , |G||S
1pGq| ď S 18. (4.1b)
Proof. Recall the definition (2.3) of the function S :
S pGq “ 1x|G ¨ u|y0
ApG ¨ uq b pG ¨ uq
|G ¨ u|
E
0
´ 1
d
δ.
X We first notice that the following inequality is obvious
|xfy0| “
ˇˇˇ ż
Sd´1
fpuqdu
ˇˇˇ
ď
ż
Sd´1
|fpuq| du “ x|f |y0, (4.2)
so that the first point of the proposition 4.1 is a direct consequence of the inequality
|AbB| ď |A| |B| for all tensorsA andB, and of the relation |δ| “ ?d. More precisely
we obtain, for all G P LpRdqzt0
¯
u:
|S pGq| ď 1` 1?
d
,
which corresponds to (4.1a).
X For the second point (4.1b), we write the tensor S pGq component by component:
for any pk, ℓq P t1, ..., du2,
S pGqkℓ “ 1x|G ¨ u|y0
ApG ¨ uqk pG ¨ uqℓ
|G ¨ u|
E
0
´ 1
d
δkℓ.
It is then not difficult to evaluate each components of the derivative2 tensor S 1pGq.
For instance for pi, j, k, ℓq P t1, ..., du4 we have
BGij
`|G ¨ u|˘ “ pG ¨ uqi uj|G ¨ u| .
2The application S being defined on an open set of LpRdq with values in LpRdq, its differential
is an application with values in LpLpRdq,LpRdqq. Consequently, S 1pGq can be identify to a 4-order
tensor whose components are S 1pGqi,j,k,ℓ “ BGijS pGqkℓ.
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More generally we obtain
BGijS pGqkℓ “
´1
x|G ¨ u|y20
ApG ¨ uqi uj
|G ¨ u|
E
0
ApG ¨ uqk pG ¨ uqℓ
|G ¨ u|
E
0
` 1x|G ¨ u|y0
AδikujpG ¨ uqℓ ` δiℓujpG ¨ uqk
|G ¨ u|
E
0
` ´1x|G ¨ u|y0
ApG ¨ uqkpG ¨ uqℓpG ¨ uqiuj
|G ¨ u|3
E
0
.
(4.3)
Taking the norm in equality (4.3) and using (4.2), we deduce
|S 1pGq| ď 2p1`
?
dq x|u|y0x|G ¨ u|y0 . (4.4)
We note that x|u|y0 “ x1y0 “ 2πd{2Γpd{2q . We next use the fact that the application
G ÞÑ x|G ¨ u|y0 is a norm on the finite dimensional space LpRdq. This norm is then
equivalent to G ÞÑ |G|: there exists a constant Cd such that for all G P LpRdq we
have
x|G ¨ u|y0 ě Cd |G|.
The inequality (4.4) becomes
|G||S 1pGq| ď 2p1`
?
dq 2π
d{2
Cd Γpd{2q ,
that concludes the proof of the Proposition 4.1. ˝
4.2. Positive norm for the deformation G. In practice, we will prove that
for any solutions pv,G,Kq to the System (2.8) the deformation gradient tensor G has
a positive norm. More precisely we have
Lemma 4.2. Let v be a free divergence vector field on T and G be a solution to
Equation (2.8e) with initial conditions satisfy detG|t“0 ě γ ą 0 and G|T“0 “ δ.
There exists a constant rγ such that for all pt, T,xq P p0, t‹q ˆ R` ˆ T we have
|Gpt, T,xq| ě rγ ą 0.
Proof. A simple calculation shows that the quantity detpGq satisfies
D detpGq “ div v detpGq “ 0, (4.5)
where D refers to the one order derivating operator D “ dt` 1WeBT . The value detpGq
is then constant along the characteristic lines. Since all the characteristic lines start
from the lines tt “ 0u or tT “ 0u we deduce from the assumptions that detpGq ě
minpγ, 1q on p0, t‹q ˆ R` ˆ T.
Due to the inequality of arithmetic and geometric means, we have
|G|2 “ Trp TG ¨Gq ě 2
b
detp TG ¨Gq “ 2| detpGq| ě 2minpγ, 1q.
That concludes the proof of Lemma 4.2 taking rγ “a2minpγ, 1q. ˝
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For the local result we will use the fact that the derivative S 1pGq is bounded. That is
clearly not the case if we only use the Proposition 4.1. We then introduce the functionĂS pGq “ S pGqχp|G|q,
where χ P C8pR`, r0, 1sq satisfies χ|r0, rγ
2
s “ 0, χ|rrγ,`8r “ 1 and χ1 ď 3rγ (see the
Figure 4.1).
0
1
γ/2 γ
χ
Fig. 4.1. An example of truncation function χ.
Using the Proposition 4.1 it suffices to derivate ĂS :
ĂS 1pGq “ S 1pGqχp|G|q `S pGq b G|G| χ1p|G|q,
to deduce
@G P LpRdq | ĂS pGq| ď S8 and | ĂS 1pGq| ď ĄS 18,
where ĄS 18 “ 2rγS 18` 3rγS8. Using the Lemma 4.2, we have the following consequence:
Lemma 4.3. Under the assumption (3.1), the solution of the System (2.8) is
the same if we use ĂS instead of S . In other words, we can assume that S 1pGq is
bounded on p0, t‹q ˆ R` ˆ T.
4.3. A Gronwall lemma with two times. The choice that was made in this
article is to use the current time t and another time T corresponding to the age of
the flow. This choice simplifies the expression of the orientation tensor S since the
t-dependence does not appear in the integral bounds (see (2.8d)). The price to pay
is that the derivatives in time in the evolution equations of K and G involve both t
and T . In this framework, the following lemma is the analog of the classical Gronwall
lemma for functions depending only t. Its proof is based on a change of variable that
easily allows to follow the characteristics. It is proved in [2].
Lemma 4.4. Let f : R` ÞÑ R` a positive and locally integrable function. If a
function y : R`ˆ R` ÞÑ R satisfies, for all pt, T q P p0, t‹qˆ R`:
Btypt, T q ` 1
We
BT ypt, T q ď fptq ypt, T q
then we have, for all pt, T q P p0, t‹qˆ R`:
ypt, T q ď ζpt, T q exp
ˆż t
0
fpt1qdt1
˙
,
where ζpt, T q “
$&% y
`
T ´ t
We
, 0
˘
if t ď WeT ,
yp0, t´WeT q if t ą WeT .
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4.4. A maximum principle. The memory of the fluid is described by the
functionK. This function satisfies the equation (2.8f). The form of the equation (2.8f)
is particular in that it checks a ”maximum principle”. This will be used repeatedly
in the following sections.
Lemma 4.5. If Bsg P L1p0, t‹;L8x,sq and v is free divergence on T then the solution
fpt, T,x, sq to the following system$&% dtf `
1
We
BT f ` g Bsf ´ 1
We
B2sf “ 0,
f
ˇˇ
t“0
“ f0, f
ˇˇ
T“0
“ f1, f
ˇˇ
s“´ 1
2
“ f ˇˇ
s“ 1
2
“ 0,
(4.6)
satisfies the following maximum principle on p0, t‹q ˆ R` ˆ Tˆ p´ 1
2
, 1
2
q:
mint inf
T,x,s
f0, inf
t,x,s
f1u ď f ď maxt sup
T,x,s
f0, sup
t,x,s
f1u.
Proof. Considering f ´mintinf f0, inf f1u or maxtsup f0, sup f1u´ f instead of f ,
it suffices to show that the solution f is non negative if the data f0 and f1 are non
negative.
We multiply the first equation of (4.6) by the negative part f´ of f , and we integrate
with respect to x and s. It is important to notice that the function f does not
necessary satisfy the boundary conditions f
ˇˇ
s“ 1
2
“ f ˇˇ
s“´ 1
2
“ 0, but that its negative
part f´ satisfies these conditions. Using integrations by parts, we deduce
Bt}f´}2L2
x,s
` 1
We
BT }f´}2L2
x,s
` 2
We
}Bsf´}2L2
x,s
“
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
Bsg |f´|2.
Since Bsg P L1tL8x,s we obtain
Bt}f´}2L2
x,s
` 1
We
BT }f´}2L2
x,s
ď }Bsg}L8
x,s
}f´}2L2
x,s
.
The Gronwall lemma with two variables (see the lemma 4.4) implies that
}f´}2L2
x,s
pt, T q ď ζpt, T q exp`}Bsg}L1p0,t;L8
x,sq
˘
,
where the function ζ only depends on the values of }f´}2
L2
x,s
on the boundaries tt “ 0u
and tT “ 0u. In the case where the data f0 and f1 are non negative we have ζ “ 0
and we deduce that }f´}2
L2
x,s
“ 0. We conclude that f is non negative too. ˝
4.5. A Cauchy problem involved in the proof of global existence. In
this section, we are interested in the following Cauchy problem#
y”pxq “ ξ0 pypxq ` ξ2qkpy1pxqq2,
yp0q “ 0, y1p0q “ ξ1,
(4.7)
where ξ0, ξ1, ξ2 and k are positive constants.
This problem will occur during the proof of global existence theorem, section 7. More
precisely, we will see that with a good choice of parameters ξ0, ξ1, ξ2 and k, we
can control yp´eWeµT BTKq for arbitrarily long time. This will allow to control the
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stress σ.
Although this equation (4.7) is nonlinear and of order 2, we can explicitly give the
solution. We will see that its expression makes appear the function F : R` ÝÑ R`
defined by
F pXq “
ż X
0
e´
ξ0
k`1 px`ξ2q
k`1
dx. (4.8)
Clearly this function is one-to-one (increasing) from R` to r0, ℓr, where the real ℓ
denotes the limit:
ℓ “
ż `8
0
e´
ξ0
k`1 px`ξ2q
k`1
dx.
Proposition 4.6. The Cauchy problem (4.7) admits a unique solution given by
ypxq “ F´1pξ1e´
ξ0ξ
k`1
2
k`1 xq for all x P
”
0,
ℓ
ξ1
e
ξ0ξ
k`1
2
k`1
”
. (4.9)
Proof. The equation (4.7) is a two order ordinary differential equation and it is
possible to apply the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem: there exists a unique local solution.
Moreover, we clearly have y” ą 0 and then y1 ě ξ1 ą 0. The equation (4.7) also write”
lnpy1q
ı1
“
” ξ0
k ` 1py ` ξ2q
k`1
ı1
.
Using boundary conditions given in (4.7) we obtain the following first order ordinary
differential equation:
y1 “ ξ1e
ξ0ξ
k`1
2
k`1 e
ξ0
k`1 py`ξ2q
k`1
.
Making appear the function F , we deduce that”
F pyq
ı1
“ ξ1e
ξ0ξ
k`1
2
k`1 .
Since F p0q “ 0 and yp0q “ 0 we integrate and deduce
F pypxqq “ ξ1e
ξ0ξ
k`1
2
k`1 x.
The expression (4.9) given in Proposition 4.6 follows since F is one-to-one. ˝
5. Proof of the local existence result: theorem 3.1.
5.1. Strategy: a point fixed formulation. In order to prove the local ex-
istence result, we rewrite the set of equations (2.8) as a fixed point system. More
precisely, we consider the mapping (the spaces will be further given)
Φ : pv,G,Kq ÞÝÑ pv,G,Kq,
defined as follows:
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X Velocity problem – The velocity vpt,xq is the solution of the following Stokes
problem $’&’%
Re Btv `∇p´ p1 ´ ωq∆v “ f ,
div v “ 0,
v|t“0 “ v0,
(5.1)
where the source term f contains the nonlinear term of the Navier-Stokes equations
and the term coupling velocity and stress, namely f “ ´Rev ¨ ∇v ` divσ. The
stress σpt,xq is defined by
σpt,xq “ ω
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
Spt,x, sqds, (5.2)
where the orientation tensor Spt,x, sq is given by
Spt,x, sq “ ´
ż `8
0
BTKpt, T,x, sqS pGpt, T,xqqdT. (5.3)
X Deformation problem – The deformation gradient tensor Gpt, T,xq is the
solution of the linear equation$&% BtG` v ¨∇G`
1
We
BTG “ G ¨∇v,
G|t“0 “ G0, G|T“0 “ δ.
(5.4)
X Memory problem – The scalar quantity Kpt, T,x, sq is the solution of the
following linear equation$’’’&’’’%
BtK ` v ¨∇K ` 1
We
BTK ` g BsK ´ 1
We
B2sK “ 0,
K|s“´ 1
2
“ K|s“ 1
2
“ 0,
K|t“0 “ K0, K|T“0 “ 1,
(5.5)
where g, which only depends on t, x and s, is given by
gpt,x, sq “ ∇vpt,xq :
ż s
0
Spt,x, s1qds1.
The goal of the next subsections is to analyze these problems (5.1), (5.4) and (5.5)
independently. We will see at the end of this analyze that it is possible to apply the
Schauder fixed point theorem for the function Φ with adapted functional spaces in
order to deduce the result of Theorem 3.1.
5.2. Estimates for the velocity v solution of a Stokes problem (5.1).
The results for the Stokes system (5.1) are very numerous. In this subsection we
only recall, without proof (we can found a proof in [16]), a well known result for the
time dependent Stokes problem. In order to simplify expressions, we use the following
norm on the velocity field:
~v~1 :“ }v}Lrp0,t‹;W 2,q
x
q ` }Btv}Lrp0,t‹;Lqxq.
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The result on the Stokes problem (5.1) states as follows:
Lemma 5.1. Let t‹ ą 0, r Ps1,`8r and q Ps1,`8r.
If v0 P Drq and f P Lrp0, t‹;Lqxq then there is a unique solution v P Lrp0, t‹;DpAqqq
such that Btv P Lrp0, t‹;Hqq to System (5.1). This solution satisfies
~v~1 ď F1
`}f}Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x
q
˘
,
where the function F1 depends on r, q, ω, Re and the initial value v0. Moreover this
function is continuous and nondecreasing on R`.
In practice, the function F1 may be chosen as (see [2])
F1pXq “ C1pr, qq
1´ ω
`
Re }v0}W 2,q
x
`X˘.
5.3. Estimates for the deformation gradient G, solution of (5.4). The
existence and regularity for the deformation gradientG is less classical. As previously,
we introduce an adapted norm, namely for the deformation gradient
~G~2 :“ }G}L8p0,t‹;L8
T
W
1,q
x
q ` }BtG}Lrp0,t‹;L8T Lqxq ` }BTG}Lrp0,t‹;L8T Lqxq. (5.6)
Lemma 5.2. Let 0 ă t‹ ă 1, r Ps1,`8r and q Psd,`8r.
If G0 P L8T W 1,qx , BTG0 P L8T Lqx and v P L8p0, t‹;W 1,qx q X L1p0, t‹;W 2,qx q is free
divergence then the problem (5.4) admits a unique solution G P L8p0, t‹;L8T W 1,qx q
such that BtG and BTG belongs to Lrp0, t‹;L8T Lqxq. This solution satisfies
~G~2 ď F2
`}v}L8p0,t‹;W 1,q
x
qXL1p0,t‹;W 2,q
x
q
˘
,
where the function F2 depends on r, q, We and the initial value G0. Moreover this
function is continuous and nondecreasing on R`.
The proof of a very similar result is given in [2]. One of the differences is that we
show here BtG P Lrp0, t‹;L8T Lqxq and not only BtG P Lrp0, t‹;Lqxq for any T P R`.
This difference takes its significance when we will give sense to initial conditions, see
the remark 5.1.
Proof. The existence of a unique solution to (5.4) follows from the application of
the method of characteristics (see [15, Appendix p. 26]). In practice, the following
estimates will be made on regular solution Gn which approaches the solution G
when a regular velocity field vn approaches the velocity v. The regularity of these
solutions Gn with respect to t and T comes from the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem. For
sake of simplicity, we omit the indexes ”n”. In the following proof, we refer to [15] for
the passage to the limit nÑ `8. The rest of the proof of Lemma 5.2 is split into three
parts: in the first one (see the subsection 5.3.1) we obtain a first estimate concerning
the regularity of G, and in the subsection 5.3.3 we obtain the estimate for BtG. This
estimate requires an estimate for BTG, which is given in the subsection 5.3.2.
5.3.1. Estimate for the deformation gradient G. Let q ą d. We take the
inner product of the equation (5.4) by q|G|q´2G, and next we integrate for x P T.
Due to the incompressible condition div v “ 0, we obtain
Bt}G}qLq
x
` 1
We
BT }G}qLq
x
“ q
ż
T
|G|q´2pG ¨∇vq : G
ď q}∇v}L8
x
}G}q
L
q
x
.
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Then we use the continuous injectionW 1,q
x
ãÑ L8
x
, holds for q ą d and making appear
a constant Cs:
Bt}G}qLq
x
` 1
We
BT }G}qLq
x
ď q Cs}∇v}W 1,qx }G}
q
L
q
x
. (5.7)
Now, we take the spatial gradient in (5.4) and compute the inner product of both
sides of the resulting equation with q|∇G|q´2∇G (we will note that this is a inner
product on the 3-tensor, defined by A :: B “ ai,j,k bi,j,k). After integrating for x P T
we obtain
Bt}∇G}qLq
x
` 1
We
BT }∇G}qLq
x
ď 2q
ż
T
|∇G|q|∇v| ` q
ż
T
|G||∇G|q´1|∇2v|.
Using the Ho¨lder inequality and the continuous injectionW 1,q
x
ãÑ L8
x
again, we deduce
Bt}∇G}qLq
x
` 1
We
BT }∇G}qLq
x
ď 3q Cs}∇v}W 1,q
x
}G}q
W
1,q
x
. (5.8)
Adding this estimate (5.8) with the estimate (5.7), we obtain
Bt}G}W 1,qx `
1
We
BT }G}W 1,qx ď 4Cs}∇v}W 1,qx }G}W 1,qx .
Using the initial conditions we have
}G}
W
1,q
x
ˇˇ
t“0
“ }G0}W 1,qx and }G}W 1,qx
ˇˇ
T“0
“
?
d,
so that the Gronwall type lemma 4.4 (see the preliminary subsection 4.3) implies that
for pt, T q P p0, t‹qˆR` we have
}G}W 1,q
x
pt, T q ď ζpt, T qexp
´
4Cs
ż t
0
}∇v}W 1,q
x
¯
, (5.9)
where ζpt, T q “
$&% }G0}W 1,qx
`
T ´ t
We
˘
if t ď WeT ,
?
d if t ą WeT .
The assumption G0 P L8T W 1,qx implies ζ P L8p0, t‹;L8T q with
}ζ}L8p0,t‹;L8
T
q ď max
 }G0}L8
T
W
1,q
x
,
?
d
(
.
The relation (5.9) now reads
}G}L8p0,t‹;L8
T
W
1,q
x
q ď }ζ}L8p0,t‹;L8T q exp
`
4Cs}∇v}L1p0,t‹;W 1,q
x
q
˘
. (5.10)
5.3.2. Estimate for the age derivate BTG. We first remark that the deriva-
tive G1 “ BTG exactly satisfies the same PDE that G (see the equation of (5.4); that
is due to the fact that v does not depend on the variable T ). We then deduce the
same kind of estimate that (5.7):
Bt}G1}Lq
x
` 1
We
BT }G1}Lq
x
ď Cs}∇v}W 1,q
x
}G1}Lq
x
.
But the initial conditions differ as follows:
G1|t“0 “ BTG0 and G1|T“0 “ We∇v.
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This last condition is obtained using T “ 0 in the equation (5.4). Note that this
result is valid because we are working on regular solutions Gn (see the introduction
of this proof) such that BtGn is continuous at T “ 0. From Lemma 4.4 given in the
subsection 4.3 we obtain for all pt, T q P p0, t‹qˆR` the estimate
}G1}Lq
x
pt, T q ď ζ 1pt, T q exp
´
Cs
ż t
0
}∇v}W 1,q
x
¯
, (5.11)
where ζ 1pt, T q “
$&% }BTG0}Lqx
`
T ´ t
We
˘
if t ďWeT ,
We }∇v}Lq
x
`
t´WeT ˘ if t ąWeT .
For each t P p0, t‹q we estimate the L8T -norm of the function T ÞÑ ζ 1pt, T q as follows:
}ζ 1}L8
T
ptq ď maxpWe }∇v}L8p0,t;Lq
x
q, }BTG0}L8
T
L
q
x
q.
Taking the norm in Lrp0, t‹q we deduce that ζ 1 P Lrp0, t‹;L8T q with
}ζ 1}Lrp0,t‹;L8
T
q ď maxpWe }∇v}L8p0,t‹;Lq
x
q, }BTG0}L8
T
L
q
x
q t‹ 1r .
By assumption we have t‹ ă 1 so that t‹ 1r ă 1. The relation (5.11) now reads
}G1}Lrp0,t‹;L8
T
L
q
x
q ď }ζ 1}Lrp0,t‹;L8T q exp
`
Cs}∇v}L1p0,t‹;W 1,px q
˘
. (5.12)
5.3.3. Estimate for the time derivate BtG. Isolating the term BtG in the
equation (5.4) we have
}BtG}Lq
x
ď 1
We
}G1}Lq
x
` }v}L8
x
}∇G}Lq
x
` }G}L8
x
}∇v}Lq
x
ď 1
We
}G1}Lq
x
` 2Cs}v}W 1,q
x
}G}W 1,q
x
.
Taking the Lrp0, t‹;L8T q-norm for the variable pt, T q, we obtain
}BtG}Lrp0,t‹;L8
T
L
q
x
q ď
1
We
}G1}Lrp0,t‹;L8
T
L
q
x
q
` 2Cs}v}Lrp0,t‹;W 1,q
x
q}G}L8p0,t‹;L8
T
W
1,q
x
q.
Using the previous estimates (5.10) and (5.12), we deduce the result announced in
Lemma 5.2. ˝
5.4. Estimates for the memory function K, solution of (5.5). Unlike stan-
dard memory models3, the estimate of the memory function in the Doi-Edwards model
is one of the key point in the local existence proof. In fact, the Doi-Edwards model is
strongly based on the expression of the memory and on the equation that it satisfies.
We introduce the norm of the memory function that we will controlled in the next
lemma:
~K~3 :“}K}L8p0,t‹;L8
T
L8
x,sq
` }BTK}L8p0,t‹;L8
T
L8
x,sq
` }eµ pWeT´tqBTK}L8p0,t‹;L8
T
L8
x,sq
` }BT∇K}L8p0,t‹;L1TLqx,sXL2TLqx,sq
` }BtK}L2p0,t‹;L8
T
L2
x,sq
` }BsK}L8p0,t‹;L8
T
L2
x,sq
.
(5.13)
3The term “standard” refers to models like K-BKZ in which the memory is a given function,
usually on exponential type: KpT q “ e´T .
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Lemma 5.3. Let t‹ ą 0 and q Psd,`8r.
If there exists µ ą 0 such that eWeµT BTK0 P L8T L8x,s and eWeµT {2BT∇K0 P L2TLqx,s,
if BsK0 P L8T L2x,s satisfies BTK0 ď 0,
if v P L2p0, t‹;W 1,8x q is free divergence,
if Bsg P L2p0, t‹;L8x,sq and Bs∇g P L2p0, t‹;Lqx,sq,
then the problem (5.5) admits a unique solution K satisfying BTK ď 0 and
~K~3 ď F3
`}Bsg}L2p0,t‹;L8
x,sq
, }Bs∇g}L2p0,t‹;Lq
x,sq, }v}L2p0,t‹;W 1,8x q
˘
,
where the function F3 depends on q, We, µ and K0. Moreover this function is con-
tinuous and nondecreasing in each of its variables.
Proof. The proof is composed of multiple steps since we need to control each term
of the norm ~K~3 introduced by (5.13).
XStep 1: control of K – Since Bsg P L2p0, t‹;L8x,sq and we can directly apply the
lemma 4.5 given in the subsection 4.4. We deduce that for almost every pt, T,x, sq P
p0, t‹q ˆ R` ˆ Tˆ p´ 1
2
, 1
2
q we have the estimate
mint1, infK0u ď Kpt, T,x, sq ď maxt1, supK0u. (5.14)
We remark that the assumption eWeµT BTK0 P L8T L8x,s implies a L8-bound on K0:ˇˇˇ
}K0}L8
x,s
pT q ´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ ż T
0
}BTK0}L8
x,s
pT 1qdT 1
ˇˇˇ
ď }eWeµT BTK0}L8
T
L8
x,s
ż T
0
e´WeµT
1
dT 1
ď 1
Weµ
}eWeµT BTK0}L8
T
L8
x,s
.
(5.15)
To obtain the first inequality above we used the inequality BT
`}K0}L8
x,s
˘ ď }BTK0}L8
x,s
which simply comes from to the inequality suppbq ´ suppaq ď suppb´ aq.
As a consequence of (5.15), inequality (5.14) effectively gives a L8-bound on K.
XStep 2: control of BTK – Introducing m “ ´BTK and using the fact that g
and v do not depend on the variable T , we remark that Equation (5.5) for K is
translated into a similar equation for m:
dtm` 1
We
BTm` g Bsm´ 1
We
B2sm “ 0,
with the following boundary and initial conditions:
m
ˇˇ
t“0
“ ´BTK0, m
ˇˇ
T“0
“ 0, mˇˇ
s“ 1
2
“ mˇˇ
s“´ 1
2
“ 0.
We can apply the lemma 4.5 again to deduce that for almost every pt, T,x, sq P
p0, t‹q ˆ R` ˆ Tˆ p´ 1
2
, 1
2
q we have
0 ď infp´BTK0q ď mpt, T,x, sq ď supp´BTK0q. (5.16)
Obviously the L8-bound on eWeµT BTK0 implies a L8-bound on BTK0 so that the
inequality (5.16) corresponds to a L8-bound on m “ ´BTK. This estimate (5.16)
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also proves that m ě 0.
XStep 3: exponential control of BTK – The exponential decreasing is ob-
tained introducing pm “ m eWeµT ´ C0 eµt where C0 “ sup
T,x,s
p´BTK0pT,x, sq eWeµT q.
The quantity pm satisfies
dt pm` 1
We
BT pm´ µ pm` gBs pm´ 1
We
B2s pm “ 0, (5.17)
with the following boundary and initial conditions (we note that we use the assumption
BTK0 ď 0):
pmˇˇ
t“0
ď 0, pmˇˇ
T“0
ď 0, pmˇˇ
s“´ 1
2
ď 0, pmˇˇ
s“ 1
2
ď 0.
Testing the equation (5.17) with the positive part of pm, we easily deduce that pm ď 0
(see the proof of Lemma 4.5 for similar result). This implies the desired bound for
almost every pt, T,x, sq P p0, t‹q ˆ R` ˆ Tˆ p´ 1
2
, 1
2
q:
eµ pWeT´tqmpt, T,x, sq ď C0. (5.18)
X Step 4: control of BT∇K – To have a bound on }∇m}L1TLqx,s we first note
that if we introduce rm “ eWeλTm, for any λ ą 0, then we haveż `8
0
}∇m}Lq
x,s
pt, T qdT “
ż `8
0
e´WeλT }∇rm}Lq
x,s
pt, T qdT
ď
´ ż `8
0
e´2WeλT dT
¯ 1
2
´ż `8
0
}∇rm}2Lq
x,s
pt, T qdT
¯1
2
ď
´ 1
2Weλ
¯ 1
2
´ ż `8
0
}∇rm}2Lq
x,s
pt, T qdT
¯1
2
.
(5.19)
It is then sufficient to control }∇rm}L2
T
L
q
x,s
. The quantity rm satisfies
dt rm` 1
We
BT rm´ λrm` gBs rm´ 1
We
B2s rm “ 0, (5.20)
with the following boundary and initial conditions:
rmˇˇ
t“0
“ ´eWeλT BTK0, rmˇˇT“0 “ 0, rmˇˇs“´ 1
2
“ rmˇˇ
s“ 1
2
“ 0.
Derivating the equation (5.20) with respect to the spatial variable x we obtain
dt∇rm`∇v ¨∇rm` 1
We
BT∇rm´ λ∇rm` Bs rm∇g ` g Bs∇rm´ 1
We
B2s∇rm “ 0. (5.21)
We take the inner product of this equation (5.21) by q|∇rm|q´2∇rm, and we integrate
with respect to x P T and s P p´ 1
2
, 1
2
q. We deduce
Bt}∇rm}qLq
x,s
` 1
We
BT }∇rm}qLq
x,s
´ q λ}∇rm}q
L
q
x,s
` q
We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇rm|q´2|Bs∇rm|2 ` qpq ´ 2q
We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇rm ¨ Bs∇rm|2 |∇rm|q´4
ď A0 `A1 `A2,
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where
A0 “ ´q
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
p∇v ¨∇rmq ¨∇rm |∇rm|q´2,
A1 “ ´q
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
´
∇g ¨∇rm¯|∇rm|q´2Bs rm,
A2 “ ´q
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
´
Bs∇rm ¨∇rm¯|∇rm|q´2g.
XThe first term A0 is directly estimate as follows
|A0| ď q}∇v}L8
x
}∇rm}q
L
q
x,s
. (5.22)
XThe term A1 is estimate as follows: we integrate by parts with respect to the
variable s in order to write A1 “ A11 `A12 `A13 with
A11 “ ´q
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
´
Bs∇g ¨∇rm¯|∇rm|q´2 rm,
A12 “ ´q
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
´
∇g ¨ Bs∇rm¯|∇rm|q´2 rm,
A13 “ ´qpq ´ 2q
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
´
∇g ¨∇rm¯´Bs∇rm ¨∇rm¯|∇rm|q´4 rm.
To estimate the term A11 (which only depends on t and T ) we introduce the L
8
x,s
bound on rm:
|A11| ď q}rm}L8
x,s
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|Bs∇g| |∇rm|q´1.
Due to the Ho¨lder inequality we obtain
|A11| ď q}rm}L8
x,s
}Bs∇g}Lqx,s}∇rm}q´1Lq
x,s
. (5.23)
In the same way, the term A12 is treated as follows:
|A12| ď q}rm}L8
x,s
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|Bs∇rm| |∇g| |∇rm|q´2.
Using the Young inequality and next the Ho¨lder inequality, we write
|A12| ď q
2We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇rm|q´2|Bs∇rm|2 ` qWe
2
}rm}2L8
x,s
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇g|2 |∇rm|q´2
ď q
2We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇rm|q´2|Bs∇rm|2 ` qWe
2
}rm}2L8
x,s
}∇g}2Lqx,s}∇rm}q´2Lqx,s .
(5.24)
Similarly, using the Young inequality and the Ho¨lder inequality, the term A13 is
controlled as follows
|A13| ď qpq ´ 2q
2We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇rm ¨ Bs∇rm|2 |∇rm|q´4
` qpq ´ 2qWe
2
}rm}2L8
x,s
}∇g}2Lqx,s}∇rm}q´2Lqx,s .
(5.25)
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XUsing an integration by parts with respect to the variable s, the contribution A2
simply reads
A2 “ ´
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇rm|q Bsg.
Hence we have the estimate
|A2| ď }Bsg}L8
x,s
}∇rm}q
L
q
x,s
. (5.26)
XAll these estimates (5.22), (5.23), (5.24), (5.25) and (5.26) imply
Bt}∇rm}qLq
x,s
` 1
We
BT }∇rm}qLq
x,s
ď q}rm}L8
x,s
}Bs∇g}Lqx,s}∇rm}q´1Lq
x,s
` qpq ´ 1qWe
2
}rm}2L8
x,s
}∇g}2Lq
x,s
}∇rm}q´2
L
q
x,s
` `}Bsg}L8
x,s
` q λ` q}∇v}L8
x
˘}∇rm}q
L
q
x,s
.
Multiplying by 2
q
}∇rm}2´q
L
q
x,s
we also deduce
Bt}∇rm}2Lq
x,s
` 1
We
BT }∇rm}2Lq
x,s
ď 2}rm}L8
x,s
}Bs∇g}Lq
x,s
}∇rm}Lq
x,s
` pq ´ 1qWe}rm}2L8
x,s
}∇g}2Lq
x,s
` 2
q
`}Bsg}L8
x,s
` q λ` q}∇v}L8
x
˘}∇rm}2Lq
x,s
.
We integrate with respect to T P p0,`8q. Since rm|T“0 “ 0 the contribution due to
the term BT }∇rm}2Lq
x,s
is non negative. We obtain
Bt}∇rm}2L2
T
L
q
x,s
ď 2}Bs∇g}Lqx,s
ż `8
0
}rm}L8
x,s
}∇rm}Lqx,s dT
` pq ´ 1qWe}∇g}2Lq
x,s
ż `8
0
}rm}2L8
x,s
dT
` 2
q
`}Bsg}L8
x,s
` q λ` q}∇v}L8
x
˘ ż `8
0
}∇rm}2Lqx,s dT.
We now use the bound }rm}L8
x,s
pt, T q ď C0 eµte´Wepµ´λq T obtained in the third step
of the present proof, to deduce
Bt}∇rm}2L2
T
L
q
x,s
ď 2C0 eµt}Bs∇g}Lqx,s
ż `8
0
e´Wepµ´λqT }∇rm}Lqx,s dT
` C20 pq ´ 1qWe e2µt}∇g}2Lq
x,s
ż `8
0
e´2Wepµ´λqT dT
` 2
q
`}Bsg}L8
x,s
` q λ` q}∇v}L8
x
˘ ż `8
0
}∇rm}2Lq
x,s
dT.
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain for 0 ă λ ă µ the inequality
Bt}∇rm}2L2TLqx,s ď 2C0 eµt}Bs∇g}Lqx,s´ 12Wepµ´ λq¯ 12 }∇rm}L2TLqx,s
` C20 pq ´ 1qWe e2µt}∇g}2Lq
x,s
´ 1
2Wepµ´ λq
¯
` 2
q
`}Bsg}L8
x,s
` q λ` q}∇v}L8
x
˘}∇rm}2L2TLqx,s .
Using the Young inequality we deduce
Bt}∇rm}2L2
T
L
q
x,s
ď C
2
0
Wepµ´ λq e
2µt}Bs∇g}2Lq
x,s
` 1
2
}∇rm}2L2
T
L
q
x,s
` C
2
0 pq ´ 1q
2 pµ´ λq e
2µt}∇g}2Lqx,s
` 2
q
`}Bsg}L8
x,s
` q λ` q}∇v}L8
x
˘}∇rm}2L2
T
L
q
x,s
.
(5.27)
We note that }∇g}Lqx,s ď }Bs∇g}Lqx,s . Indeed, since g|s“0 “ 0 we have
∇gpt,x, sq “
ż s
0
Bs∇gpt,x, s1qds1.
By the triangular inequality and next by the Ho¨lder inequality we conclude that
}∇g}Lqx,s ď
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
}Bs∇g}Lqxpt, s1qds1 ď }Bs∇g}Lqx,s .
By assumption we know that }∇rm}L2
T
L
q
x,s
p0q “ }eWeλT BT∇K0}L2
T
L
q
x,s
is bounded for
0 ă λ ď µ
2
. We then now choose λ “ µ
2
so that equation (5.27) becomes
Bt}∇rm}2L2
T
L
q
x,s
ď a }∇rm}2L2
T
L
q
x,s
` b,
with
aptq “ 1
2
` 2
q
}Bsg}L8
x,s
` µ` 2}∇v}L8
x
and bptq “ C
2
0
µ
´ 2
We
` q ´ 1
¯
e2µt}Bs∇g}2Lqx,s .
We conclude using the Gronwall lemma and the regularity which is assumed for g
and v:
}∇rm}2L2
T
L
q
x,s
ď C 10exp
´ż t
0
b
¯
`
ż t
0
apt1q exp
´ż t
t1
b
¯
, (5.28)
with
C 10 “ }eWeµT {2BT∇K0}L2TLqx,s .
The estimate (5.28) shows that ∇rm P L8p0, t‹;L2TLqx,sq. From the inequality (5.19),
it implies a bound on ∇m in L8p0, t‹;L1TLqx,sq. We also remark that we could have di-
rectly obtained a bound on∇m in L8p0, t‹;L2TLqx,sq taking λ “ 0 starting form (5.20).
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X Step 5: control of BtK and BsK – To get the bounds on BtK and BsK we
use BtK as test function in Equation (5.5) satisfied by K. We obtain
}BtK}2L2
x,s
` 1
2We
Bt}BsK}2L2
x,s
“ ´
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
pv ¨∇KqBtK
´
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
gBsKBtK ´ 1
We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
BTKBtK
ď }v}
L
q´2
2q
x
}∇K}Lqx,s}BtK}L2x,s
` }g}L8
x,s
}BsK}L2
x,s
}BtK}L2
x,s
` 1
We
}BTK}L2
x,s
}BtK}L2
x,s
.
Using the fact that L8x Ă L
q´2
2q
x and using the Young inequality we deduce
}BtK}2L2
x,s
` 1
We
Bt}BsK}2L2
x,s
ď 3}v}2L8
x
}∇K}2Lq
x,s
` 3}g}2L8
x,s
}BsK}2L2
x,s
` 3
We
2
}BTK}2L2
x,s
.
Taking the supremum with respect to the variable T P p0,`8q we obtain4
}BtK}2L8
T
L2
x,s
` 1
We
Bt}BsK}2L8
T
L2
x,s
ď 3}v}2L8
x
}∇K}2L8T Lqx,s
` 3}g}2L8
x,s
}BsK}2L8T L2x,s `
3
We
2
}BTK}2L8T L2x,s .
(5.29)
By assumptions, we have }v}2L8
x
P L1p0, t‹q and }g}2L8
x,s
P L1p0, t‹q (note that g|s“0 “ 0
so that }g}L8
x,s
ď }Bsg}L8
x,s
). Using the steps 2 and 4 respectively5, we know that
}BTK}2L8
T
L2
x,s
and }∇K}2
L8
T
L
q
x,s
belong in L8p0, t‹q. Consequently we can apply the
Gronwall lemma to deduce from the inequality (5.29) the following bound:
}BtK}2L2p0,t‹;L8
T
L2
x,sq
` }BsK}2L8p0,t‹;L8
T
L2
x,sq
ď C,
where C depends on the previous bounds. ˝
5.5. Proof of Theorem 3.1. For any t‹ ą 0 we introduce the Banach space
Bpt‹q “Lr`0, t‹;W 1,qpTq˘
ˆ C`r0, t‹sˆR`;LqpTq˘
ˆ C`r0, t‹sˆR`;LqpTˆp´ 1
2
, 1
2
qq˘
4Note that we use the inequality Bt
`
supT F pt, T q
˘
ď supT
`
BtF pt, T q
˘
which simply comes from
to the inequality suppbq ´ suppaq ď suppb´ aq.
5Due to the condition ∇K
ˇˇ
T“0
“ 0 the step 4 implies that }∇K}Lq
x,s
P L8p0, t‹;W 1,1
T
q.
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and for any R‹ ą 0 the subset
H pt‹, R‹q “
!
pv,G,Kq P Bpt‹q ;
v P Lrp0, t‹;DpAqqq, Btv P Lrp0, t‹;Hqq,
G P L8p0, t‹, L8T W 1,qx q, BtG, BTG P Lrp0, t‹;L8T Lqxq,
K, BTK P L8p0, t‹;L8T L8x,sq, BtK P L2p0, t‹;L8T Lqx,sq,
BT∇K P L8p0, t‹;L1TLqx,s X L2TLqx,sq, BsK P L8p0, t‹;L8T Lqx,sq,
v|t“0 “ v0, G|t“0 “ G0, G|T“0 “ δ,
K|t“0 “ K0, K|T“0 “ 1, K|s“´ 1
2
“ K|s“ 1
2
“ 0,
~v~1 ď R‹, ~G~2 ď R‹, ~K~3 ď R‹
)
,
where we recall that the norms ~ ¨ ~1, ~ ¨ ~2 and ~ ¨ ~3 are defined by (5.2), (5.6)
and (5.13) respectively.
It is important to remark that such a set is non-empty, for instance if R‹ is large
enough. More precisely, if
R‹ ě maxpF1p0q,~G0~2,~K0~3q (5.30)
then for any t‹ ą 0 we can build a velocity field v‹ such that pv‹,G0,K0q P H pt‹, R‹q,
see an example of construction in [15, p.6].
Remark 5.1. If pv,G,Kq P H pt‹, R‹q for some t‹ and R‹ then the velocity
field v, the tensor G and the function K are continuous with respect to the time t, the
age T and the length s. In fact, these continuity properties follow from the Sobolev
injections of kind W 1,αp0, t‹;Xq Ă Cpr0, t‹s;Xq, hold for α ą 1. Moreover, they make
sense of the initial conditions v|t“0 “ v0, G|t“0 “ G0 and G|T“0 “ δ.
More precisely, if pv,G,Kq P H pt‹, R‹q then we have
v|t“0 “ v0 in Hq,
G|t“0 “ G0 in L8T Lqx,
K|t“0 “ K0 in L8T Lqx,s.
Noting6 that Lrp0, t‹;L8T Lqxq Ă L8pR`;Lrp0, t‹;Lqxqq we also deduce that
G|T“0 “ δ in Lrp0, t‹;Lqxq,
K|T“0 “ 1 in L8p0, t‹;L8x,sq.
Similarly, we have for almost every pt, T q P p0, t‹q ˆ R` the relation K P L8x,s and
BsK P Lqx,s. We deduce that
K|s“´ 1
2
“ K|s“ 1
2
“ 0 in L8p0, t‹;L8T Lqxq.
We consider the mapping
Φ : H pt‹, R‹q ÝÑ Bpt‹q
pv,G,Kq ÞÝÑ pv,G,Kq,
6This result is based on the following inequality supT
` şt‹
0
fpt, T qdt
˘
ď
şt‹
0
supT fpt, T q dt for all
positive function f P L1p0, t‹;L8
T
q.
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where v is the unique solution of the Stokes problem (5.1) with
f “ ´Rev ¨∇v ` divσ, (5.31)
whereG solves the problem (5.4) depending on v, and whereK is given as the solution
of (5.5) with
Bsg “ ∇v : S. (5.32)
Lemma 5.4. If pv,G,Kq P H pt‹, R‹q and r ą 2 then we have
}f}Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x
q ` }v}L8p0,t‹;W 1,q
x
qXL1p0,t‹;W 2,q
x
qXL2p0,t‹;W 1,8
x
q
}Bsg}L2p0,t‹;L8
x,sq
` }Bs∇g}L2p0,t‹;Lq
x,sq ď Gpt‹, R‹q,
(5.33)
where G is a continuous function vanishing for t‹ “ 0.
Proof. We will estimate each term of the left hand side of (5.33).
X Step 1: Control of the source term f – The source term f being given
by the relation (5.31), we directly have
}f}Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x
q ď Re}v ¨∇v}Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x
q ` }divσ}Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x
q.
We follow the ideas of [15], generalized by [2] to the d-dimensional case, in order to
treat the bilinear term v ¨∇v. We have
}v ¨∇v}Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x
q ď C t‹
q´d
2rq R‹
q`d
2q }v0}
3q´d
2q
L
p
x
` C t‹ 3q´d2q ´ 1rR‹2. (5.34)
The last term divσ is controlled using the orientation tensor S, see (5.2):
} divσ}Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x
q ď ω}∇S}Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x,sq.
By the definition of S, see (5.3), the gradient ∇S reads (making appears m “ ´BTK)
∇Spt,x, sq “
ż `8
0
∇mpt, T,x, sq bS pGpt, T,xqqdT
`
ż `8
0
mpt, T,x, sqS 1pGpt, T,xqq : ∇Gpt, T,xqdT.
Its Lq
x,s-norm can be estimate as follows
}∇S}Lq
x,s
ptq ď S8
ż `8
0
}∇m}Lq
x,s
pt, T qdT
`ĄS 18 ż `8
0
}m}L8
x,s
pt, T q}∇G}Lq
x
pt, T qdT.
(5.35)
We can read this inequality (5.35) as
}∇S}Lq
x,s
ď S8}∇m}L1TLqx,s `S
1
8}m}L1TL8x,s}∇G}L8T Lqx .
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Note that since }eµpWeT´tqm}L8p0,t‹;L8T L8x,sq ď R‹ we have, for all t P p0, t‹q:
}m}L1TL8x,sptq “
ż 8
0
}m}L8
x,s
pt, T qdT
ď R‹
ż 8
0
e´µpWeT´tq dT
ď R
‹ eµ t
µWe
.
We deduce that for all t P p0, t‹q we have
}∇S}Lqx,sptq ď S8R‹ `S 18
R‹2
Weµ
eµt. (5.36)
Taking the Lr-norm we finally obtain
}divσ}Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x
q ď C
`
t‹
1
rR‹ ` perµt‹ ´ 1q 1rR‹2˘, (5.37)
where the constant C does not depend on t‹ nor R‹.
X Step 2: Control of the velocity v – We use the following classical result [29]:
if X Ă Y are two Banach spaces with compact injection then the following injection
is continuous: 
v P L2p0, t‹;Xq ; Btv P L2p0, t‹;Y q
( Ă C p0, t‹; rX,Y s 1
2
q.
Using X “W 2,qx and Y “ Lqx we obtain
}v}
L8p0,t‹;W 1,qx q
ď C }v} 12
L2p0,t‹;W 2,q
x
q
}Btv}
1
2
L2p0,t‹;Lq
x
q
ď C t‹ r´22r }v} 12
Lrp0,t‹;W 2,q
x
q
}Btv}
1
2
Lrp0,t‹;Lq
x
q
ď C t‹ r´22r R‹.
(5.38)
More simply (in fact using the Ho¨lder inequality and the continuous Sobolev embed-
ding W 2,q
x
ãÑW 1,8
x
) we have
}v}L1p0,t‹;W 2,q
x
q ď t‹
r´1
r }v}Lrp0,t‹;W 2,q
x
q ď t‹
r´1
r R‹,
}v}L2p0,t‹;W 1,8
x
q ď C t‹
r´2
2r }v}Lrp0,t‹;W 2,q
x
q ď C t‹
r´2
2r R‹.
(5.39)
X Step 3: Control of the source term g – Using the definition (5.32) of Bsg
we directly obtain
}Bsg}L2p0,t‹;L8
x,sq
ď }∇v}L2p0,t‹;L8
x
q}S}L8p0,t‹;L8
x,sq
. (5.40)
The velocity contribution is controlled using the Sobolev embedding W 1,q
x
ãÑ L8
x
:
}∇v}L2p0,t‹;L8
x
q ď C}v}L2p0,t‹;W 2,q
x
q ď Ct‹
r´2
2r }v}Lrp0,t‹;W 2,q
x
q ď Ct‹
r´2
2r R‹. (5.41)
The contribution of S in the inequality (5.40) is estimate using its definition (5.3) and
using the inequality |BTK| ď R‹eµte´µWeT which comes from the bound ~K~3 ď R‹:
}S}L8p0,t‹;L8
x,sq
ď C R‹ eµt‹ . (5.42)
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The estimates (5.41) and (5.42) allows to write the inequality (5.40) as follows
}Bsg}L2p0,t‹;L8
x,sq
ď Ct‹ r´22r R‹2 eµt‹ . (5.43)
We complete this step considering Bs∇g. We have
}Bs∇g}L2p0,t‹;Lq
x,sq ď}∇v}L2p0,t‹;L8x q}∇S}L8p0,t‹;Lqx,sq
` }∇2v}L2p0,t‹;Lq
x
q}S}L8p0,t‹;L8
x,sq
.
We use estimates (5.41) and (5.42), supplemented by estimates (the first comes from
to estimate (5.36), the second is a direct consequence of the bound ~v~1 ď R‹):
}∇S}L8p0,t‹;Lqx,sq ď C
`
R‹ `R‹2 eµt‹˘,
}∇2v}L2p0,t‹;Lq
x
q ď Ct
r´2
2r }v}Lrp0,t‹;W 2,q
x
q ď Ct
r´2
2r R‹,
to deduce
}Bs∇g}L2p0,t‹;Lq
x,sq ď C t‹
r´2
2r R‹
2
`
1` eµt‹p1`R‹q˘. (5.44)
Gathering the estimates (5.34), (5.37), (5.38), (5.39), (5.43) and (5.44) we conclude
the proof of lemma 5.4. ˝
Φ-Invariant subset – Consequently, using the lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, we
deduce that if pv,G,Kq P H pt‹, R‹q then its image pv,G,Kq “ Φpv,G,Kq satisfies
~v~1 ď F1
`
Gpt‹, R‹q˘,
~G~2 ď F2
`
Gpt‹, R‹q˘,
~K~3 ď F3
`
Gpt‹, R‹q, Gpt‹, R‹q˘.
To ensure that the ball Bpt‹q is invariant under the action of Φ, we must find t‹
and R‹ such that
F1
`
Gpt‹, R‹q˘ ď R‹,
F2
`
Gpt‹, R‹q˘ ď R‹,
F3
`
Gpt‹, R‹q, Gpt‹, R‹q˘ ď R‹. (5.45)
Notice that if we choose t‹ “ 0 then the previous inequalities (5.45) become (the
function G vanishes for t‹ “ 0)
F1
`
0
˘ ď R‹,
F2
`
0
˘ ď R‹,
F3
`
0, 0
˘ ď R‹.
By continuity argument, taking
R‹ “ max  2F1p0q , F2p0q ` ~G0~2 , F3p0, 0q ` ~K0~3(,
we deduce that there exists t‹ ą 0 such that (5.45) holds. For such a choice we have
the inclusion ΦpBpt‹qq Ă Bpt‹q.
Note that at the same time , we chose R‹ so that the inequalities (5.30) hold, this
insures that H pt‹, R‹q ‰ H. Moreover the function Φ is continuous and H pt‹, R‹q
is a convex compact subset of Bpt‹q, see [17] for similar properties. We conclude the
proof using the Schauder’s theorem. ˝
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6. Proof of the uniqueness result. This section is devoted to the proof of the
theorem 3.2. As usual to prove an uniqueness result we take the difference of the two
solutions indexed by 1 and 2 such that
∇vi P L2p0, t‹;L8x q,
Gi P L2p0, t‹;L8T pL8x XW 1,dx qq,
BTKi P L8p0, t‹;L8T L8x,s X L1TL8x,sq,
BT∇Ki P L8p0, t‹;L2TLdx,sq.
(6.1)
The vector v “ v1 ´ v2, the scalars p “ p1 ´ p2, K “ K1 ´ K2 and the tensor
G “ G1 ´G2 satisfy the following:
RepBtv ` v1 ¨∇v ` v ¨∇v2q `∇p´ p1´ ωq∆v “ divσ, (6.2a)
div v “ 0, (6.2b)
σpt,xq “ ω
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
Spt,x, sqds, (6.2c)
Spt,x, sq “
ż `8
0
´
´ BTK1
`
S pG1q ´S pG2q
˘´ BTK S pG2q¯dT, (6.2d)
BtG` v1 ¨∇G` v ¨∇G2 ` 1
We
BTG “ G1 ¨∇v `G ¨∇v2, (6.2e)
BtK ` v1 ¨∇K ` v ¨∇K2 ` 1
We
BTK ´ 1
We
B2sK `
´
∇v1 :
ż s
0
S1
¯
BsK
`
´
∇v1 :
ż s
0
S
¯
BsK2 `
´
∇v :
ż s
0
S2
¯
BsK2 “ 0. (6.2f)
together with zero initial and boundary conditions. The uniqueness proof consists in
demonstrate that v “ 0
¯
, G “ 0
¯
and K “ 0. We will initially provide estimates on
these three quantities. More exactly, we introduce the following quantities
W ptq “ }∇v}2L2
x
,
Xptq “ Re }v}2L2
x
,
Y ptq “
ż `8
0
}m1}2L8
x,s
}G}2L2
x,s
dT,
Zptq “
ż `8
0
}m}2L2
x,s
dT,
(6.3)
and we will obtained some relations between them.
Velocity estimate – Taking the inner product of the equation (6.2a) by v in L2
x
,
we obtain
Re
2
dt}v}2L2
x
` p1 ´ ωq}∇v}2L2
x
“ ´
ż
T
σ ¨∇v ´Re
ż
T
pv ¨∇v2q ¨ v.
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the Young inequality, we obtain
Re dt}v}2L2
x
` p1´ ωq}∇v}2L2
x
ď 1
1´ ω }σ}
2
L2
x
` 2Re}∇v2}L8
x
}v}2L2
x
. (6.4)
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Introducing a1ptq “ 2}∇v2}L8
x
this estimate (6.4) reads using the notations X andW
introduced below (see (6.3)):
X 1 ` p1 ´ ωqW ď 1
1´ ω }σ}
2
L2
x
` a1X. (6.5)
It is important to notice that, due to the assumptions (6.1), we have a1 P L1p0, t‹q.
Stress tensor estimate – From the definition of the stress tensor σ in the
System (6.2) we have }σ}L2
x
ď ω}S}L2
x,s
and due to the definition of S (see equa-
tion (6.2d)), we obtain
}σ}2L2
x
ďω2
ż `8
0
}m1}2L8
x,s
}S pG1q ´S pG2q}2L2
x,s
` ω2
ż `8
0
}m}2L2
x,s
}S pG2q}2L8
x,s
dT,
where mi “ ´BTKi, i P t1, 2u and m “ m1 ´m2. By assumption, the function S
and S 1 are bounded by S8 and ĄS 18 respectively (in practice, recall that we work
with the function ĂS , see the preliminary section 4.2). In particular we have |S pG1q´
S pG2q| ď ĄS81|G1´G2|. In term of Y and Z (see their definition given by (6.3)) we
deduce
}σ}2L2
x
ď ω2ĄS 182Y ` ω2S 28Z. (6.6)
Deformation gradient estimate – Taking the inner product of the equa-
tion (6.2e) by G in L2
x
, we obtain
1
2
Bt}G}2L2
x
` 1
2We
BT }G}2L2
x
“
ż
T
pG1 ¨∇vq ¨G
`
ż
T
pG ¨∇v2q ¨G´
ż
T
pv ¨∇G2q ¨G.
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz and the Ho¨lder inequalities, we have the estimate
1
2
Bt}G}2L2
x
` 1
2We
BT }G}2L2
x
ď}G1}L8
x
}∇v}L2
x
}G}L2
x
` }∇v2}L8
x
}G}2L2
x
` }v}
L
2d
d´2
x
}∇G2}Ld
x
}G}L2
x
.
Due to the Sobolev continuous injection H1
x
ãÑ L
2d
d´2
x and the Young inequality, we
obtain:
Bt}G}2L2
x
` 1
We
BT }G}2L2
x
ď }v}2H1
x
` a2ptq}G}2L2
x
, (6.7)
where the function
a2ptq “ 2}G1}2L8
T
L8
x
` 2}∇v2}L8
x
` C2 }∇G2}2L8
T
Ld
x
,
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and where the constant C depends on q and d. Multiplying this estimate (6.7) by
}m1}2L8
x,s
where m1 “ ´BTK1, and integrating for T P p0,`8q we obtain
Y 1ptq ` 1
We
ż `8
0
}m1}2L8
x,s
BT }G}2L2
x
dTloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
I
ď C`Xptq `W ptq˘` a2ptqY ptq. (6.8)
We note that the constant C contains the value
ş`8
0
}m1}2L8
x,s
dT which is bounded
according to (6.1).
Using an integration by parts we prove that the integral I is non-negative. More
precisely we use the fact that m1
ˇˇ
T“0
“ 0 and the fact that M : T ÞÑ }m1}L8
x,s
pt, T q is
a decreasing function. Indeed, we simply use the following property of the supremum:
for any 0 ă T ă T 1 we have
MpT 1q ´MpT q ď sup
x,s
`
m1pt, T 1,x, sq ´m1pt, T,x, sq
˘
.
Since BTm0 ď 0 we have seen that BTm1 ď 0 (see the discussion page 8 before the
statement of the theorem 3.2). We conclude that MpT 1q ´MpT q ď 0.
Consequently the estimate (6.8) now reads
Y 1 ď CX ` b1W ` a2Y. (6.9)
We also note that b1 “ C and, due to the assumptions (6.1), we have a2 P L1p0, t‹q.
Memory estimate – We derivate the equation (6.2f) with respect to the age T
and next we take the inner product with m “ ´BTK in L2x,s. Using integrations by
parts we obtain
1
2
Bt}m}2L2
x,s
` 1
2We
BT }m}2L2
x,s
` 1
We
}Bsm}2L2
x,s
ď 1
2
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
p∇v1 : S1qm2
`
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
´
∇v1 : S `∇v : S2
¯
m2m
`
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
´
∇v1 :
ż s
0
S `∇v :
ż s
0
S2
¯
m2 Bsm
´
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
pv ¨∇m2qm.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain the following estimate:
1
2
Bt}m}2L2
x,s
` 1
2We
BT }m}2L2
x,s
` 1
We
}Bsm}2L2
x,s
ď 1
2
}∇v1}L8
x
}S1}L8
x,s
}m}2L2
x,s
` }∇v1}L8
x
}S}L2
x,s
}m2}L8
x,s
}m}L2
x,s
` }∇v}L2
x
}S2}L8
x,s
}m2}L8
x,s
}m}L2
x,s
` }∇v1}L8
x
}S}L2
x,s
}m2}L8
x,s
}Bsm}L2
x,s
` }∇v}L2
x
}S2}L8
x,s
}m2}L8
x,s
}Bsm}L2
x,s
` }v}
L
2d
d´2
x
}∇m2}Ld
x,s
}m}L2
x,s
.
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From the Young inequality 2ab ď a2`b2 and the Sobolev embedding for the last term
we deduce
Bt}m}2L2
x,s
` 1
We
BT }m}2L2
x,s
ď ĂCZpt, T q}m}2L2
x,s
` }∇v1}L8
x
}m2}L8
x,s
}S}2L2
x,s
` }S2}L8
x,s
}m2}L8
x,s
}∇v}2L2
x
`We}∇v1}2L8
x
}m2}2L8
x,s
}S}2L2
x,s
`We}S2}2L8
x,s
}m2}2L8
x,s
}∇v}2L2
x
` C}∇m2}2Ld
x,s
}v}2H1
x
,
(6.10)
where the function
ĂCZpt, T q “ }∇v1}L8
x
}S1}L8
x,s
` }∇v1}L8
x
}m2}L8
x,s
` }S2}L8
x,s
}m2}L8
x,s
` 1.
Integrating the estimate (6.10) for T P p0, T q we deduce (we also use the fact that
}S2}L2
x,s
ď S8}m2}L1
T
L8
x,s
)
Z 1ptq ď CZptqZptq ` }∇v1}L8
x
}m2}L1TL8x,s}S}
2
L2
x,s
`S8}m2}2L1
T
L8
x,s
W ptq
`We}∇v1}2L8
x
}m2}2L2TL8x,s}S}
2
L2
x,s
`WeS 28}m2}2L1
T
L8
x,s
}m2}2L2
T
L8
x,s
W ptq
` C}∇m2}2L2
T
Ld
x,s
`
Xptq `W ptq˘,
(6.11)
where CZptq “ sup
TPR`
ĂCZpt, T q. Recalling that }S}2L2
x,s
ď ĄS 182Y `S 28Z, we can write
the previous estimate (6.11) as follows
Z 1 ď a3X ` a4Y ` a5Z ` b2W, (6.12)
where we have defined
a3ptq “C}∇m2}2L2
T
Ld
x,s
,
a4ptq “C
`}∇v1}L8
x
}m2}L1
T
L8
x,s
` }∇v1}2L8
x
}m2}2L2TL8x,s
˘
,
a5ptq “C
`}∇v1}L8
x
}m1}L1
T
L8
x,s
` }∇v1}L8
x
}m2}L1
T
L8
x,s
` }∇v1}L8
x
}m2}L8
T
L8
x,s
` }m2}L1
T
L8
x,s
}m2}L8
T
L8
x,s
` }∇v1}2L8
x
}m2}2L2TL8x,s ` 1
˘
.
The assumptions (6.1) imply that a3, a4 and a5 belong in L
1p0, t‹q. The last contri-
bution makes appear the function b2 which is given by
b2ptq “ S8}m2}2L1TL8x,s `WeS
2
8}m2}2L1TL8x,s}m2}
2
L2TL
8
x,s
` C}∇m2}2L2TLdx,s .
The assumptions (6.1) imply that b2 P L8p0, t‹q.
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Uniqueness result – Finally, we perform the following combination:
p1 ´ ωq(6.5)` (6.6)` ε(6.9)` ε(6.12)
using ε ą 0 small enough to control the quantity W ptq of the right side member by
the same quantity on the left side member. This is possible since the functions b1
and b2 are bounded. More precisely, we use
ε “ p1´ ωq
2
1` b1 ` }b2}L8p0,t‹q
.
We deduce an estimate of kind
pX ` Y ` Zq1 ď a pC ` Y ` Zq,
where the function a is a linear combination of ai, i P t1, 2, 3, 4u, and consequently it
belongs in L1p0, t‹q. The classical Gronwall lemma and the initial conditions Xp0q “
Y p0q “ Zp0q “ 0 imply that X “ Y “ Z “ 0. We deduce that v “ 0
¯
, G “ 0
¯
and K “ 0, that concludes the proof. ˝
7. Global existence. In this section, we prove the main result of the present
paper, that is the global existence of a solution to the System (2.8) in the two di-
mensional case, see Theorem 3.3. The proof is based on the following fundamental
remark: the stress given by the relation (2.8c) is “naturally” bounded. This bound
implies a bound on the velocity field, from which we can deduce a new bound on the
stress gradient. The conclusion of the proof consists in to insure that this process is
consistent.
The main difficulties are the evaluation of the nonlinear terms that can blow the esti-
mates obtained in the proof of local existence. These nonlinearities are present many
times in the Doi-Edwards model:
1. The nonlinearities of the Navier-Stokes equations (2.8a)–(2.8b) are always
present in the complete Doi-Edwards model. On one hand there is the con-
vection term v ¨ ∇v which is discussed in many articles. We handle this
first difficulty using the so-called LpLq estimates of the heat kernel. On the
other hand there is the nonlinear coupling due to the presence of the stress
term divσ.
2. Other nonlinearities are present in the evolution equation (2.8e) for the defor-
mation tensor G. The most restrictive one corresponds to the term G ¨∇v.
Since we will have relatively little information on the velocity gradient, we will
prefer to work with the quotient ∇G|G| , making appear the product |G|S pGq.
The key point is the fact that this product is well behaved even for large value
of G.
3. Finally, there are also several nonlinearities in the equation (2.8f) describing
the evolution of memory K. The most restrictive one comes from the product`
∇v :
şs
0
S
˘BsK. To solve this problem, we introduce a suitable function ξ in
order to obtain a better estimate on ξpBTKq, and therefore a better estimate
on BTK.
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Let r ą 2, q ą 2, γ ą 0 and µ ą 0. We consider the initial data pv0,G0,K0q satisfying
v0 P Drq ,
G0 P L8T W 1,qx , BTG0 P L8T Lqx, detG0 ě γ,
eµT BTK0 P L8T L8x,s, eµT {2BT∇K0 P L2TLqx,s, BsK0 P L8T L2x,s,
and BTK0 ď 0.
It is then possible to use the Theorem 3.1 and then consider the solution pu,G,Kq
to System (2.8) in r0, t‹s, which satisfies the initial conditions (2.6). This solution
possesses at least the following regularity:
v P Lrp0, t‹;W 2,q
x
q, Btv P Lrp0, t‹;Lqxq,
G P L8p0, t‹, L8T W 1,qx q, BsG, BtG P Lrp0, t‹;L8T Lqxq,
K, BTK, eµ pWeT´tqBTK P L8p0, t‹;L8T L8x,sq, BtK P L2p0, t‹;L8T L2x,sq,
BT∇K P L8p0, t‹;L1TLqx,s X L2TLqx,sq, BsK P L8p0, t‹;L8T L2x,sq.
In the following and as previously we recall that we denote by C constants that may
depend on the initial conditions, on the physical parameters, on the integers r, q, on
the bounds S8 and S
1
8, and on the time t
‹. Note that these constants will always
be bounded for bounded t‹.
7.1. Maximum principle for the kernel K and their derivatives. First
we resume the proof of the local existence theorem to deduce the following bounds
(see the estimates (5.14), (5.16) and (5.18)):
Lemma 7.1. There exists a constant C such that
|K| ď C,
0 ď ´BTK ď C,
0 ď ´eµ pWeT´tqBTK ď C.
7.2. Additional bounds for the stress tensor and for the velocity field.
The first Proposition that we introduce is one of the fundamental points which give
the global existence result. In particular, this kind of result is not proved for other
viscoelastic systems like the Oldroyd models.
Proposition 7.2. We have the following L8-bound:
}σ}L8p0,t‹;L8
x
q ď C.
Proof. Recall that the stress is given by the integral relation (see (2.8c)):
σpt,xq “ ω
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
Spt,x, sqds.
To have a bound on σ it suffice to have a bound on S which is given by (see (2.8d)):
Spt,x, sq “ ´
ż `8
0
BTKpt, T,x, sqS pGpt, T,xqqdT.
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Since the function S is bounded on LpRdqzt0
¯
u (see Proposition 4.1), and since the
function G has values in LpRdqzt0
¯
u (see Lemma 4.2), we deduce that the composed
function S pGq is bounded.
Moreover from Lemma 7.1 we know that ´BTK ě 0 and we deduce that
|Spt,x, sq| ď ´S8
ż `8
0
BTKpt, T,x, sqdT “ S8pK
ˇˇ
T“0
´ lim
TÑ`8
Kq. (7.1)
Using the fact that K is bounded (see Lemma 7.1 again) we conclude that S is
bounded. ˝
By virtue of this proposition 7.2, we can deduce that the velocity field v satisfying
the Navier-Stokes equations (2.8a)–(2.8b) have more regular. More precisely we prove
the following Proposition (the proof is detailed in [3] and [6]).
Proposition 7.3. If the integers r and q satisfy 1
q
` 1
r
ă 1
2
then for all t P p0, t‹q
we have
}∇v}L8p0,t;L8
x
q ď C lnpe` }∇σ}Lrp0,t;Lq
x
qq,
}∇2v}Lrp0,t;Lq
x
q ď C
`
1` }∇σ}Lrp0,t;Lq
x
q
˘
.
7.3. Control of the spatial gradient of the orientation tensor S. The
goal is now to use the previous bounds (on the velocity field) to obtain a bound on
the stress gradient ∇σ. In fact, the stress gradient is directly linked to the orientation
gradient ∇S (see Equation (2.8c)) and we are then interested in this quantity:
Proposition 7.4. For any convex function rξ : R` Ñ R` we have: for all
t P p0, t‹q,
}∇S}rLrp0,t;Lqx,sq ď C
ˆ´ż 8
0
e´2WeµTrξ1p0q2 dT
¯ r
2
yaptq ` ybptq
˙
,
where ya and yb are defined by
yaptq “
ż t
0
´ ż `8
0
}∇ĂM}2Lqx,spt1, T qdT¯ r2 dt1,
ybptq “
ż t
0
ż `8
0
erµt
1
e´WeµT
›››››∇G|G|
›››››
r
L
q
x
pt1, T qdT dt1. (7.2)
The quantity ĂM is defined by ĂM “ rξprmq and rm “ eWeµTm.
Proof. As previously we denote m “ ´BTK. We derivate the stress tensor given
by the relations (2.8c) and (2.8d) with respect to the spatial variable:
∇Spt,x, sq “
ż `8
0
∇mpt, T,x, sq bS pGpt, T,xqqdTlooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooon
p∇Sqapt,x,sq
`
ż `8
0
mpt, T,x, sqS 1pGpt, T,xqq : ∇Gpt, T,xqdTlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
p∇Sqbpt,x,sq
.
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We have the estimate
}∇S}rLrp0,t;Lq
x,sq
ď 2r´1`}p∇Sqa}rLrp0,t;Lq
x,sq
` }p∇Sqb}rLrp0,t;Lq
x,sq
˘
, (7.3)
so that we will independently control }p∇Sqa}Lrp0,t;Lqx,sq and }p∇Sqb}Lrp0,t;Lqx,sq.
X We use the definition of ĂM “ rξprmq, rm “ eWeµTm to write the quantity p∇Sqa
as follows:
p∇Sqapt,x, sq “
ż `8
0
e´WeµTrξ1prmpt, T,x, sqq∇ĂMpt, T,x, sq bS pGpt, T,xqqdT.
We deduce that }p∇Sqa}Lq
x,s
is bounded using the L8-bound on S (see the Propo-
sition 4.1), the bound on rξ1 (by the convexity assumption and the positiveness of rm
we have : rξ1prmq ě rξ1p0q) and the triangular inequality:
}p∇Sqa}Lq
x,s
ptq ď S8
ż `8
0
e´WeµTrξ1p0q }∇ĂM}Lqx,spt, T qdT.
We next use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and obtain
}p∇Sqa}Lq
x,s
ptq ď S8
´ ż 8
0
e´2WeµTrξ1p0q2 dT
¯ 1
2
´ ż `8
0
}∇ĂM}2Lq
x,s
pt, T qdT
¯1
2
.
Taking the Lr-norm on p0, tq we deduce
}p∇Sqa}rLrp0,t;Lq
x,sq
ď S r8
´ż 8
0
e´2WeµTrξ1p0q2 dT
¯ r
2
yaptq. (7.4)
X Due to the Proposition 4.1 we control the last contribution p∇Sqb by
p∇Sqbpt,x, sq ď S 18
ż `8
0
mpt, T,x, sq
ˇˇˇˇ
∇G
|G|
ˇˇˇˇ
pt, T,xqdT.
By the triangular inequality we deduce that
}p∇Sqb}Lq
x,s
ptq ď S 18
ż `8
0
}m}L8
x,s
pt, T q
›››››∇G|G|
›››››
L
q
x
pt, T qdT.
From Lemma 7.1 there exists a constant C such that }m}L8
x,s
pt, T q ď C eµpt´WeT q.
We deduce
}p∇Sqb}Lq
x,s
ptq ď C
ż `8
0
eµpt´WeT q
›››››∇G|G|
›››››
L
q
x
pt, T qdT.
Taking the Lr-norm and using the triangular inequality, we obtain
}p∇Sqb}Lrp0,t;Lq
x,sq ď C
ż `8
0
e´µWeT
˜ż t
0
erµt
1
›››››∇G|G|
›››››
r
L
q
x
pt1, T qdt1
¸1{r
dT.
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Writing e´µWeT “ e´µWeT r´1r e´µWeT 1r and using the Ho¨lder inequality, we obtain
}p∇Sqb}rLrp0,t;Lq
x,sq
ď C
˜ż `8
0
e´µWeT dT
¸r´1
ˆ
ż `8
0
ż t
0
erµt
1
e´µWeT
›››››∇G|G|
›››››
r
L
q
x
pt1, T qdt1 dT.
This inequality (7.3) corresponds to
}p∇Sqb}rLrp0,t;Lq
x,sq
ď C ybptq. (7.5)
X Finally, we add the contributions (7.4) and (7.5) and we use the inequality (7.3)
to conclude the proof of the Proposition 7.4. ˝
7.4. Control of ya. The goal is now to analyze the quantities ya and yb. This
subsection is devoted to the control of ya; the next subsection will be devoted to the
control of yb:
Lemma 7.5. There is a family of functions rξ, parameterized by k ě 1, for which
the function ya introduced in the Proposition 7.4 satisfies
y1a ď C
`
1` lnpe` yq ya
˘` C
k
`
1` lnpe` yq2 y 2r ˘y1´ 2ra . (7.6)
The function y is defined by y “ k´ r2 ya ` yb and the constant C does not depend
on k ě 1.
Proof. This proof is decomposed into two main steps. In the first step we establish
the evolution equation satisfied by the quantity ∇ĂM which appear in the definition
of ya. In the second step we show that for a ”good” choice of the function rξ we
can deduce an interesting estimate for ∇ĂM , that corresponds to the estimate (7.6)
announced in the lemma 7.5.
XStep 1: evolution equation for ∇ĂM – We recall that m satisfies
dtm` 1
We
BTm` gBsm´ 1
We
B2sm “ 0, (7.7)
with the following boundary and initial conditions:
m
ˇˇ
t“0
“ ´BTK0, m
ˇˇ
T“0
“ 0, mˇˇ
s“´ 1
2
“ mˇˇ
s“ 1
2
“ 0,
and where the function g is given by
gpt,x, sq “ ∇vpt,xq :
ż s
0
Spt,x, s1qds1.
To obtain the equation satisfied by ξpmq we multiply (7.7) by ξ1pmq. We deduce
dt
`
ξpmq˘` 1
We
BT
`
ξpmq˘` gBs`ξpmq˘´ 1
We
ξ1pmqB2sm “ 0. (7.8)
One of the key points of the proof is that we want the function ξ provides more
regularity. After multiplication by ξ1pmq the regularizing term B2sm has now becomes
ξ1pmqB2sm “ B2s
`
ξpmq˘´ ξ2pmqpξ1pmqq2 `Bs`ξpmq˘˘2.
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Hence the equation (7.8) writes
dt
`
ξpmq˘` 1
We
BT
`
ξpmq˘`gBs`ξpmq˘´ 1
We
B2s
`
ξpmq˘` 1
We
ξ2pmq
pξ1pmqq2
`Bs`ξpmq˘˘2 “ 0.
(7.9)
Multiplying this equation (7.9) by eWeµT we obtain the following equation on the
quantity ĂM “ eWeµT ξpmq:
dtĂM ` 1
We
BTĂM ´ µĂM ` g BsĂM ´ 1
We
B2sĂM ` e´WeµT
We
ξ2pmq
pξ1pmqq2
`BsĂM˘2 “ 0.
Finally, denoting rm “ eWeµTm and rξprmq “ eWeµT ξpmq, we obtain
dtĂM ` 1
We
BT ĂM ´ µĂM ` g BsĂM ´ 1
We
B2sĂM ` 1
We
rξ2prmq
prξ1prmqq2 `BsĂM˘2 “ 0. (7.10)
Taking the spatial gradient of (7.10) we obtain
dt∇ĂM `∇v.∇ĂM ` 1
We
BT∇ĂM ´ µ∇ĂM `∇g BsĂM ` g Bs∇ĂM ´ 1
We
B2s∇ĂM
` 1
We
˜ rξ2prmq
prξ1prmqq2
¸1
∇ĂMrξ1prmq`BsĂM˘2 ` 2We rξ
2prmq
prξ1prmqq2 BsĂMBs∇ĂM “ 0.
(7.11)
Remark that the first line of the equation (7.11) is exactly the same that those obtained
during the local proof (see equation (5.21)). The introduction of the function ξ makes
appear the two last terms in (7.11) and at this stage we hope that such terms brings
more estimates.
XStep 2: choice for the function ξ in order to estimate ∇ĂM – We first
impose that the function rξ is the solution of the following Cauchy problem:#
y”pxq “ ξ0pypxq ` ξ2qkpy1pxqq2,
yp0q “ 0, y1p0q “ ξ1.
(7.12)
The parameters ξ0, ξ1, ξ2 and k are assumed to be positive and will be judiciously
chosen later. We simply note that these constants do not depend on x and s but may
depend on the times t and T . Some results about this ordinary differential equation
are given in the last preliminary, see Section 4.5.
With this choice, the equation (7.11) becomes
dt∇ĂM `∇v.∇ĂM ` 1
We
BT∇ĂM ´ µ∇ĂM `∇g BsĂM ` g Bs∇ĂM ´ 1
We
B2s∇ĂM
` k ξ0
We
prξprmq ` ξ2qk´1`BsĂM˘2∇ĂM ` 2 ξ0
We
prξprmq ` ξ2qkBsĂMBs∇ĂM “ 0. (7.13)
We now proceeding as in the proof of the local existence theorem (see page 20).
We take inner product of this equation (7.13) by q|∇ĂM |q´2∇ĂM , and integrate with
respect to x P T and s P p´ 1
2
, 1
2
q. We deduce
Bt}∇ĂM}qLq
x,s
` 1
We
BT }∇ĂM}qLq
x,s
´ qµ}∇ĂM}q
L
q
x,s
` q
We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇ĂM |q´2|Bs∇ĂM |2 ` qpq ´ 2q
We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇ĂM ¨ Bs∇ĂM |2 |∇ĂM |q´4
` q k ξ0
We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
prξprmq ` ξ2qk´1|∇ĂM |q|BsĂM |2 ď A0 `A1 `A2 `A3,
(7.14)
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where
A0 “ ´q
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
p∇v ¨∇ĂMq ¨∇ĂM |∇ĂM |q´2,
A1 “ ´q
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
´
∇g ¨∇ĂM¯|∇ĂM |q´2BsĂM,
A2 “ ´q
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
´
Bs∇ĂM ¨∇ĂM¯|∇ĂM |q´2g,
A3 “ ´2q ξ0
We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
prξprmq ` ξ2qk´Bs∇ĂM ¨∇ĂM¯|∇ĂM |q´2BsĂM.
The quantities A0 and A2 are estimate by (see (5.22) and (5.26) respectively for the
same kind of estimates):
|A0| ď q}∇v}L8
x
}∇ĂM}q
L
q
x,s
,
|A2| ď }Bsg}L8
x,s
}∇ĂM}q
L
q
x,s
.
The proof that we use to obtain global estimate fundamentally differs from the proof
presented for the local existence especially in the control of the term A1. We control
the contribution A1 without integration by parts: we simply use the Young inequality
and then the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
|A1| ď q k ξ0
2We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
prξprmq ` ξ2qk´1|∇ĂM |q|BsĂM |2
` qWe
2k ξ0
››››› 1rξprmq ` ξ2
›››››
k´1
L8
x,s
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇g|2|∇ĂM |q´2 (7.15)
Using the fact that the solution rξ of the Cauchy problem (7.12) is increasing (see
Section 4.5 for an explicit expression of the function rξ), and the fact that rm is non-
negative (and vanishes), we directly estimate››››› 1rξprmq ` ξ2
›››››
L8
x,s
“
››››› 1rξp0q ` ξ2
›››››
L8
x,s
“ 1
ξ2
.
Using the Ho¨lder inequality, the estimate (7.15) implies
|A1| ď q k ξ0
2We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
prξprmq ` ξ2qk´1|∇ĂM |q|BsĂM |2
` qWe
2k ξ0 ξ
k´1
2
}∇g}2Lq
x,s
}∇ĂM}q´2
L
q
x,s
.
(7.16)
The term A3 is new with respect to the estimate introduced in the local proof theorem.
This term comes from to the function ξ introduced here. We must then control this
term with the supplementary contribution given by the function ξ itself. In practice,
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the term A3 is treated similarly as the term A1, that is using the Young inequality
and then the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
|A3| ď q k ξ0
2We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
prξprmq ` ξ2qk´1|∇ĂM |q|BsĂM |2
` 2q ξ0
kWe
}rξprmq ` ξ2}k`1L8
x,s
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
|∇ĂM |q´2|Bs∇ĂM |2.
Consequently to control A3 with the left hand side member of (7.14) we want to
choose the parameters ξ0, ξ1, ξ2 and k such that
2q ξ0
kWe
}rξprmq ` ξ2}k`1L8
x,s
ď q
We
. (7.17)
By lemma 7.1 we know that for all pt, T,x, sq P p0, t‹q ˆ R` ˆ T ˆ p´ 1
2
, 1
2
q we have
0 ď rmpt, T,x, sq ď rm8 “ C. Since the function rξ is increasing the condition (7.17)
also reads
rξprm8q ď ´ k
2ξ0
¯ 1
k`1 ´ ξ2.
Using the preliminary result given by the Proposition 4.6, we have an explicit expres-
sion for the solution rξ, making appear a function F . The condition (7.17) is then
equivalent to
ξ1 ď 1rm8F
´´ k
2ξ0
¯ 1
k`1 ´ ξ2
¯
e
ξ0ξ
k`1
2
k`1 . (7.18)
In the sequel, we choose ξ0 and ξ1 with respect to the parameters ξ2 and k as follows:
ξ0 “ 1pkξ2qk`1 and ξ1 “
1rm8F
´
k
´k
2
¯ 1
k`1
ξ2 ´ ξ2
¯
e
1
pk`1qkk`1 . (7.19)
With this choice, the inequality (7.18) holds, hence the inequality (7.17) holds too.
Remark 7.1. The choices of ξ0 and ξ1 are fundamental since they ensure the
validity of (7.17), but they are also for the following three reasons:
1. First it is important to notice that with such coefficient the real rξprmq is defined
for any rm P r0, rm8s. Indeed the set of definition of the function ξ given in
the proposition 4.6 writes”
0,
ℓ
ξ1
e
ξ0ξ
k`1
2
k`1
”
“
”
0,
ℓ
F
´
k
´
k
2
¯ 1
k`1
ξ2 ´ ξ2
¯ rm8” Ă r0, rm8s,
since we have F
´
k
´k
2
¯ 1
k`1
ξ2 ´ ξ2
¯
ă ℓ “ lim
XÑ`8
F pXq.
2. We also note that with this choice the estimate (7.16) for A1 becomes
|A1| ď q k ξ0
2We
ż
T
ż 1
2
´ 1
2
prξprmq ` ξ2qk´1|∇ĂM |q|BsĂM |2
` qWeξ
2
2
2k
}∇g}2Lq
x,s
}∇ĂM}q´2
L
q
x,s
.
(7.20)
We will see later that the coefficient k at the denominator of the last term
will make this contribution as small as desired (letting k to `8).
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3. Using the expression of the function F given by (4.8), the value of ξ1 introduce
by (7.19) is written
ξ1 “ 1rm8 e 1pk`1qkk`1
ż pkp k
2
q
1
k`1´1qξ2
0
e´
ξ0
k`1 px`ξ2q
k`1
dx.
Performing the following change of variable z “ x`ξ2
ξ2
in the integral, and
using the expression (7.19) for ξ0 we obtain
ξ1 “ 1rm8 e 1pk`1qkk`1 ξ2
ż kp k
2
q
1
k`1
1
e
´ 1
pk`1qkk`1
zk`1
dz.
We can find a lower bound for the integral using the fact that for z ď kpk
2
q 1k`1
we have
e
´ 1
pk`1qkk`1
zk`1 ě e´ k2pk`1q ě e´ 12 .
We obtain
ξ1 ě 1rm8 e 1pk`1qkk`1 ξ2
´
kpk
2
q 1k`1 ´ 1
¯
e´
1
2 .
Finally, since e
1
pk`1qkk`1 ě 1 and pk
2
q 1k`1 “ e 1k`1 lnp k2 q ě 1 for k ě 2, we
deduce
ξ1 ě C ξ2 k, (7.21)
where the constant C does not depend on ξ2 nor on k.
Using (7.4), (7.4) and (7.20), the estimate (7.14) now write
Bt}∇ĂM}qLq
x,s
` 1
We
BT }∇ĂM}qLq
x,s
ď`q}∇v}L8
x
` }Bsg}L8
x,s
` qµ˘}∇ĂM}q
L
q
x,s
` qWe ξ
2
2
2k
}∇g}2Lqx,s}∇ĂM}q´2Lqx,s . (7.22)
We multiply this estimate (7.22) by 2
q
}∇ĂM}2´q
L
q
x,s
and deduce
Bt}∇ĂM}2Lq
x,s
` 1
We
BT }∇ĂM}2Lq
x,s
ď`2}∇v}L8
x
` 2
q
}Bsg}L8
x,s
` 2µ˘}∇ĂM}2Lq
x,s
` We ξ
2
2
k
}∇g}2Lq
x,s
.
We integrate with respect to T P p0,`8q. Since m|T“0 “ 0 the contribution due to
the term BT }∇ĂM}2Lq
x,s
is non negative. Finally, we obtain
Bt
ˆż `8
0
}∇ĂM}2Lqx,s dT˙ ď`2}∇v}L8x ` 2q }Bsg}L8x,s ` 2µ˘
ż `8
0
}∇ĂM}2Lqx,s dT
`
ˆż `8
0
We ξ22
k
dT
˙
}∇g}2Lqx,s .
(7.23)
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We finally chose k independent of the time T , and
ξ2 “ 1
1` T , (7.24)
so that the estimate (7.23) becomes
Bt
ˆż `8
0
}∇ĂM}2Lq
x,s
dT
˙
ď`2}∇v}L8
x
` 2
q
}Bsg}L8
x,s
` 2µ˘ ż `8
0
}∇ĂM}2Lq
x,s
dT
` We
k
}∇g}2Lqx,s .
To make appear an equation of evolution on ya we multiply the estimate (7.23) by
r
2
` ş`8
0
}∇ĂM}Lqx,s dT ˘ r2´1. We deduce
y2a ď
`
r}∇v}L8
x
` r
q
}Bsg}L8
x,s
` rµ˘y1a ` rWe2k }∇g}2Lqx,s`y1a˘1´ 2r . (7.25)
Integrating the Equation (7.25) with respect to time t1 P p0, tq, we obtain
y1aptq ´ y1ap0q ď
`
r}∇v}L8p0,t;L8
x
q `
r
q
}Bsg}L8p0,t;L8
x,sq
` rµ˘yaptq
` rWe
2k
ż t
0
}∇g}2Lqx,spt1q y1apt1q1´
2
r dt1.
The last integral is treated using the Ho¨lder inequality again (we also use the fact
that y1a ě 0). We deduce
y1aptq ´ y1ap0q ď
`
r}∇v}L8p0,t;L8
x
q `
r
q
}Bsg}L8p0,t;L8
x,sq
` rµ˘yaptq
` rWe
2k
}∇g}2Lrp0,t;Lq
x,sq
yaptq1´ 2r .
(7.26)
Using the definition of g “ ∇v : şs
0
S ds we note that
}∇g}2Lrp0,t;Lqx,sq ď 2}∇v}2L8p0,t;L8x q}∇S}
2
Lrp0,t;Lqx,sq
` 2}∇2v}2Lrp0,t;Lqxq}S}2L8p0,t;L8x,sq,
}Bsg}L8p0,t;L8
x,sq
ď }∇v}L8p0,t;L8
x
q}S}L8p0,t;L8
x,sq
.
(7.27)
Moreover, using successively the proposition 7.4, the remark 7.1 (more precisely equa-
tion (7.21)) and the expression (7.24) for ξ2, we have
}∇S}2Lrp0,t;Lqx,sq ď C
ˆ´ż 8
0
e´2WeµT
ξ1pT q dT
¯
yaptq 2r ` ybptq 2r
˙
ď C
ˆ
1
k
´ż 8
0
e´2WeµT
ξ2pT q dT
¯
yaptq 2r ` ybptq 2r
˙
ď C` 1
k
yaptq 2r ` ybptq 2r
˘
.
Introducing y “ k´ r2 ya ` yb and using the inequality a 2r ` b 2r ď 21´ 2r pa` bq 2r , holds
for r ě 2, a ą 0 and b ą 0, we obtain
}∇S}2Lrp0,t;Lqx,sq ď Cyptq
2
r . (7.28)
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We also deduce from the Proposition 7.3 (and using (7.28)):
}∇2v}Lrp0,t;Lq
x
q ď C
`
1` }∇σ}Lrp0,t;Lq
x
q
˘
ď C`1` }∇S}Lrp0,t;Lq
x,sq
˘
ď C`1` yptq 1r ˘. (7.29)
From the Proposition 7.3 again we have7
}∇v}L8p0,t;L8
x
q ď C lnpe` }∇σ}Lrp0,t;Lqxqq
ď C lnpe` Cyptq 1r q
ď C lnpe` yptqq.
(7.30)
We have already seen that the orientation tensor is bounded (see Equation (7.1)
obtained to get a L8-bound on the stress σ):
}S}L8p0,t;L8
x,sq
ď C. (7.31)
Finally, the initial value y1ap0q is estimate using the assumption eµT {2∇m0 P L2TLqx,s:
y1ap0q “
´ż `8
0
}∇m0}Lq
x,s
dT
¯r
ď
´ż `8
0
e´µT dT
¯ r
2
´ ż `8
0
eµT }∇m0}2Lqx,s dT
¯ r
2
ď µ´ r2 }eµT {2∇m0}rL2TLqx,s ď C.
(7.32)
Gathering the six previous estimates (7.27)–(7.32), we write the inequality (7.26) as
follows
y1a ď C
`
1` lnpe` yq ya
˘` C
k
`
1` lnpe` yq2 y 2r ˘y1´ 2ra .
˝
7.5. Control of yb. We will now control the quantity yb in order to obtain the
following result:
Lemma 7.6. The function yb introduced in the Proposition 7.4 satisfies
y1b ď C
`
1` lnpe` yq yb
˘
,
where we recall that the function y is defined by y “ k´ r2 ya ` yb and the constant C
does not depend on k ě 1.
Proof. Recall that the function yb is given by (see (7.2))
ybptq “
ż t
0
ż `8
0
erµt
1
e´WeµT
›››››∇G|G|
›››››
r
L
q
x
pt1, T qdT dt1.
7We also use the fact that there exists two constants C and C1 (depending on r) such that
for any y ą 0 we have lnpe ` Cy
1
r q ď C1 lnpe ` yq. This is due to the fact that the function
ℓ : y ÞÑ
lnpe ` Cy
1
r q
lnpe` yq
is bounded on R` (in fact it is continuous and satisfies ℓp0q “ 1, lim
`8
ℓ “
1
r
).
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To prove the lemma 7.6 we must write an equation of evolution for ∇G|G| . The equation
satisfied by G reads
DG “ G ¨∇v, (7.33)
where we recall that D corresponds to the operator D “ dt ` BT . We take the inner
product of Equation (7.33) by ´q|∇G|q|G|´q´2G:
|∇G|qD|G|´q “ ´q|∇G|q|G|´q´2pG ¨∇vq : G.
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we deduce
|∇G|qD|G|´q ď q|∇G|q|G|´q|∇v|. (7.34)
Next we take the spatial derivative of Equation (7.33). We obtain the following 3-
tensor equation
D∇G “ ∇G ¨∇v ` pG ¨∇2vq: ´∇v ¨∇G. (7.35)
More precisely, the component pi, j, kq of this equation reads
DBiGjk “ BiGjℓBℓvk `GjℓBℓBivk ´ BivℓBℓGjk.
Taking the inner product of this equation (7.35) by q|G|´q|∇G|q´2∇G and using the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we deduce
|G|´qD|∇G|q ď 2q|∇G|q|G|´q|∇v| ` q|∇G|q´1|G|´pq´1q|∇2v|. (7.36)
Adding this inequality (7.36) with inequality (7.34) we deduce
D
`|∇G|q|G|´q˘ ď 3q|∇G|q|G|´q|∇v| ` q|∇G|q´1|G|´pq´1q|∇2v|.
Integrating with respect to the spatial variable we obtain
Bt
›››∇G|G| ›››qLqx ` BT
›››∇G|G| ›››qLqx ď 3q
ż
T
ˇˇˇ
∇G
|G|
ˇˇˇq
|∇v| ` q
ż
T
ˇˇˇ |∇G|
|G|
ˇˇˇq´1
|∇2v|.
We now use the Ho¨lder inequality to write
Bt
›››∇G|G| ›››qLqx ` BT
›››∇G|G| ›››qLqx ď 3q
›››∇G|G| ›››qLqx}∇v}L8x ` q
››› |∇G||G| ›››q´1Lqx }∇2v}Lqx . (7.37)
We multiply (7.37) by
r
q
›››∇G|G| ›››r´qLq
x
to have
Bt
›››∇G|G| ›››rLq
x
` BT
›››∇G|G| ›››rLq
x
ď 3r
›››∇G|G| ›››rLq
x
}∇v}L8
x
` r
›››∇G|G| ›››r´1Lq
x
}∇2v}Lq
x
.
Using the Young inequality we obtain
Bt
›››∇G|G| ›››rLq
x
` BT
›››∇G|G| ›››rLq
x
ď 3r
›››∇G|G| ›››rLq
x
}∇v}L8
x
`
›››∇G|G| ›››rLq
x
` pr ´ 1qr´1}∇2v}rLq
x
.
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The quantity Gpt, T q “ eµrt
›››∇G|G| ›››rLq
x
pt, T q satisfies
BtG ` BTG ď 3r}∇v}L8
x
G ` p1 ` µrqG ` pr ´ 1qr´1eµrt}∇2v}rLq
x
.
We multiply by e´WeµT and integrate for T P p0,`8q. Using the propertyGˇˇ
T“0
“ δ
we deduce that the second term is non negative (it equals µ y1b). We obtain
y2b ď 3r }∇v}L8x y1b ` p1` µrqy1b ` pr ´ 1qr´1eµrt}∇2v}rLqx .
We can write for any 0 ă t1 ă t the relation
y2b pt1q ď 3r }∇v}L8p0,t;L8
x
qy
1
bpt1q ` p1` µrqy1bpt1q ` pr ´ 1qr´1eµrt}∇2v}rLq
x
pt1q.
Integrating now with respect to time t1 P p0, tq we deduce
y1bptq ´ y1bp0q ď C
`}∇v}L8p0,t;L8
x
qybptq ` 1` ybptq ` }∇2v}rLrp0,t;Lq
x
q
˘
. (7.38)
The value of y1bp0q is given with respect to the initial condition G0:
y1bp0q “
ż 8
0
e´WeµT
›››∇G0|G0|
›››r
L
q
x
pT qdT.
We will note that y1bp0q is bounded since G0 P L8pR`;W 1,qx q and |G0| ě rγ:
y1bp0q ď
1rγrWeµ}G0}rL8pR`;W 1,qx q ď C.
Moreover, using the relation (7.29) and (7.30) again, that is
}∇2v}Lrp0,t;Lq
x
q ď Cp1 ` y1{rq,
}∇v}L8p0,t;L8
x
q ď C lnpe` yq,
the inequality (7.38) becomes (note that p1` y1{rqr ď 2r´1p1` yq)
y1b ď C
`
1` lnpe` yq yb
˘
,
that concludes the proof of the lemma 7.6. ˝
7.6. End of the proof for the global result. Adding the results obtained in
Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6, we deduce that y “ k´ r2 ya ` yb satisfies
y1 ď C`1` lnpe` yq y˘` C
k2
`
1` lnpe` yq2 y 2r ˘y1´ 2r . (7.39)
Using the Young inequality we have y1´
2
r ď Cp1 ` yq ď Cp1 ` lnpe ` yq2 yq. The
equation (7.39) implies
y1 ď C`1` lnpe` yq y˘` C
k2
`
1` lnpe` yq2 y˘. (7.40)
Since y ě 0 we have 1 ď pe` yq lnpe` yq ď pe` yq lnpe` yq2 and the equation (7.40)
implies
y1 ď C
´
pe` yq lnpe` yq ` 1
k2
pe` yq lnpe` yq2
¯
.
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Dividing by pe` yq lnpe` yq2 we get
w1 ď C
´ 1
k2
´ w
¯
where w “ ´ 1
lnpe` yq . (7.41)
This linear equation (7.41), combining with the initial value wp0q “ ´1
lnpe`y0q
, is equiv-
alent to
wptq ď 1
k2
´
´ 1
lnpe` y0q `
1
k2
¯
e´Ct. (7.42)
We note that the right hand side member in (7.42) can vanish at time t0 given by
t0 “ 1
C
ln
´
1` k
2
e` y0
¯
.
It verifies lim
kÑ`8
t0 “ `8.
But by construction, we have w ă 0 so that the time of existence tmax of the solution y
satisfies tmax ě t0. Since the constant k can be chosen arbitrarily large, this time can
be choose as large as possible: we deduce that y is bounded up to time t‹ if k is large
enough.
This bound on y implies the bounds on S (via (7.28) and (7.31)) and the bounds
on ∇v, using (7.29) and (7.30). That completes the proof. ˝
8. Conclusion and open problems. In this paper we proved that the famous
Doi-Edwards model describing the dynamics of flexible polymers in melts and concen-
trated solutions is mathematically well-posed. In particular, we show that the solution
exists for all time in 2D, irrespective of the data (not necessarily small). Such results
naturally bring a lot of new open questions:
X The first one is about the periodic assumption: the results that are proved in the
present paper correspond to the case where the spatial domain is periodic. The reason
of this choice is purely mathematics and it is certainly possible to extend some of the
results to the bounded domain case using Dirichlet condition for the velocity field (we
note that such a result - local in time - have been obtained for polymer model with
integral law, see [2]).
X The second point which can be a source of interest is the existence of stationary
solution. From another point of view, the theorem 3.3 indicates that the solution
exists on p0, t‹q for any time t‹ ą 0. But we don’t know if there exists a solution
bounded on p0,`8q, whose the long time limit would be a stationary solution.
X Finally, as it was specified in the introduction, much progress has been made on the
modeling of both linear and branched polymers since the pioneering works of M. Doi
and S.F. Edwards. There exists many models, usually derived from the Doi-Edwards
model, which take into account more and more complex phenomena. An example of
such a model is the so-called pom-pom model introduced by McLeish and Larson [28],
and later modified by Blackwell et al. [1]. To the best of my knowledge, no mathe-
matical results exists for such problem and a great challenge would be to show that
they are globally well-posed.
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